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ABS'1'RACT

The symmetrical component discrete fourier transform, has

been used as the basis for computerized distance relaying in

order to detect type and location of fault in a complicated

power system network. The biggest advantage of computerized

distance relaying using symmetrical component is the use of a

single performance equation for handling all types of fault

which are likely to occur on a three-phase power system. The
b'eauty of the ':SyrMi,e't:ft1'C'a'r;;'compo-nent'~d:YS:eari:"ce"£eTay~;(SCO.R)~lies'-....:_,..........._"""",_~""':'--"'-'~_'_-=-? 'L....:.-_ ~. - - -, - ~ :..:. -~ ~-- ~

,i'rr>t:he..'fa-ct'tha't'i's-;-a'-hfgh',speedrelay and simple to apply.
~c_~~~~:~:.,..:~~~ __/

The input to the SCOR are the symmetrical components of

voltage and current. These can be readily obtained from their

respective sample wave form data using OFT filtering technique.

The OFT filtering must be accomplished in such a way so that
fundamental frequency component can be extracted from the sampled

data without introducing excessive delay in the over all relaying

process.

The work starts with an explanation of different types of

faults which usually occur in a power system and the different

type of protective relays which are involved in overcoming these

faults. A comparitive study of the available methods is also

provided.

A computer program is developed for detecting type and loca-

tion of fault. The program is first validated on a model two bus
power system. The performance under different system conditions
is investigate~ to check the correctness of the response. The
method is than applied on a (~ij.l power system. The 'simulated
data are f2d in to the program and fault results obtained are
discussed.
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CHAPTER - 1

1.B INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

Detailed analysis of the conditions under which fault

occurs in a power-system and a thorough understanding of the

methods for clearing these faults, are of vital importance in

ensuring reliable operation of power systems. Availability of

different types of protective equipments enables the system

engineer to take proper step for detection of fault and clearing

this fault by disconnecting the faulty~~c~i~ or equipment if

necessary.

In a power-system, consisting of generators, transformers,

transmission and distribution circuits, it is inevitable that

sooner or later some failure will 'occur somewhere in the system.

When a.failure occurs on any part.ofthe system, it must be

quickly detected so t~at appropriate and timely measures may be

taken to avoid, or at least to menimize, damage to the system.

The anticipated damage includes not nnly the physical damages

that may occur to the system components but also probable loss

of revenue, lack .of reliability and service interruptions etc.

The detection of a fault and disconnection of a faulty section

or apparatus, if necessary, can be achieved by using fuses or

relays ifrconjunction with circuit breakers. The relay detects

the fault and may Cillnitiatethe operation of the circuit breake~

to isolate the defective element from the rest-of the system.

Permanent or temporary isolation of the faulty section or
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equipment from rest of the system may be decided upon by the

nature and severity of the fault. Under normal operating

conditions of the system, a protective relay is required to

keep itself alert so that in case of any emergency almost ins-

tantaneous action may be taken(4,S).

Each relay in a protection scheme performs a certain
,

function and responds in a pre-specified manner to a certain

type of change in the circuit quantities. Various combinations

of these electrical quantities could be worked out accoring

to the requirement of a particular situation because for every

type and location of failure there is some distinctive differ-

ence in these quantities. There are various type of protective

relaying equipments available, each of which is designed to

recognize a particular difference.and to operate in response

to it(7). Different typesc of.pr.otective-relaying. sllch~.as'.mTer.,.-

current relay, directional relay, differential relay, distance

relay etc are used top~otect different type of power system

apparatus, feeder and transmission and distribution equipments.
• QThe chOlce depends upon some factors such as nature of fault,

accuracy, s'implicit't'~6!conomy,
Q

speed etc.

Transmission lines form a major part of a power system.

Different types of relays are used to protect these lines. The

most commonly used relays are from the family of distance
.../.----relays. Because distance protect.ion are non-unit type of pro-

tection(3). Moreover it is a.high speed ~elay and is simple
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to apply. Computer implementation of,this relay is attractive;

potential and economic. Basically the objective of a high

speed relaying scheme is to estimate the fundamental frequency

components from the corrupted voltage and current signals follow-

ing the fault occurrance. For distance relaying, these compo-

nents are used to determine the apparant impedance to the fault

and hence the fault location.

1.2 TYPE OF PROTECTION (2,4) .

There are two types of protection. They are primary pro-

tection and Back-up protection. Primary protection is the essen~

tial protection provided for protecting an equipment or machine.

The primary protection is the first to act and the Back-up
/ /

protection is the next in the line--o,f defence-meaning that

primary protection fails, the ~k-~p'protection comes into

action and removes the faulty part from the healthy system.

if

When primary protection.is made inoperative for the purpose of

maintenance or testing etc; the Back-up protection acts as if

it was primary protection.

1.3 PROTECTION SCHEMES

1.3.1 BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF PROTECTIVE SCHEMES(1,4,5).

-A well-designed and efficient protective relay should

posses the characteristics having minimum <cl€ar~~t~me;and'", ...-.-~~
voltage to operate, maximum continuity of service by dis conn-

ecting the faulty part of the system. This should have the
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capability of operating reliably under the actual desired

condition and should always alert to operate under any condi-

tion of anticipated trouble. It should have simplified cir-

cuitry and minimum equipments and posses maximum service at

minimum cost.

These characteristics are properly known as speed, selec-

tivity, sensitivity, reliability, simplicity and Economy respec-

tively.

1.3.2 TYPE OF PROTECTIVE RELAYING

1.3.2.1 OVERCURRENT RELAYING(2,3,4,S)

Overcurrent protection is that protection in which the

relay.piCks up-when -the magnitude:-of-current-exceeds the pick

up level.- The basic element in overcurrent protection is an

overcurrent relay. For any fault, the current would usually

rise tremendously causing the actuating quantity of the relay

to exceed the normal quantity. The relay would operate and

close the contacts so as to complete the trip circuit of the

breaker.

The choiCe of relay for overcurrent protection depends

upon the time-current characteristic and other features desired.

Depending upon these characteristic the relays used are
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~nstantaneous overcurrent relay, Time graded overcurrent relay~ . ,
Inverse definite minimum tiIne relay, Directional overcurrent

relay. Instantaneou~ overcurrent relay is one in which no enten-

tional time dely is provided for operation. The time of opera-
( 2)tion of such relay is approximately 0.1 see . For ~T,imegraded

\j

overcurrent. relay the time .interval necessary between successive

relays is governed by the factors such as fault clearance time

of circuit breake~~hnite contact gap to ensure non-operation,

over shoot of the relays, '€flay and CT tolerance. The operation of

directionillrelay depends upon both the magnitude and direction

of the fault current through the protected equipment. Direc-

tional relay must have high speed of operation,high selectivity,

adequate short-time(thermal rating.

The technique of over current relaying is used as a means

of detecting fault:ondistribution"systems .and on radial trans-

mission lines fed from one end. In the case of lines fed from

both ends it is used along with directional relays. Overcurrent

relays are also used in conjunction with distance relays to

provide back..,up"protection. Ov'ercurrent"relays offer the cheap-

est and the simplest protection.

1.3.2.2 DIFFERENTIAL RELAYING (1,2,3)

A differential relay is one that operates when the vector

difference of two or more electrical quantities exceeds a pre-

determined value. The principle of operation depends on a simple
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circulating current principle 'where the difference of the

currents of the two CTS flows through the relay under normal

conditions or even under faults outside the protected section .

.system of protection is that, under heal thy "con'eJ.itions, the "

current entering at one'end of the protec'te'de'quipme'ntis' identi-

,C::alboth in phase' ahd magnitude 'with',that leaving .the other end.

'On t.he occ'urance .of'a"'fault-,,-thicsbal'ance'is'altenid' and ,the

difference of the two currents works -'as'the actuating quantity of
.. .

the relay. The relay operates and the ~ircuit is tr~pped.

Two fundamental system of differeritial Relays are current
'4'balance differential '@elay and vol tage balance\~ifferential

"~elay. A current differential rely is one that compares the

current entering a section of the system with the current lea-

ving the section. Under normal conditions the two currents are

more or less equal but as soon as a faul t occurs, this condi,tion

no longer 'applies. The difference between the incomming and

outgoing currents is arranged to flow through the operating coil

of the relay. If this differential current is equal to or grea-

ter than the pick up value, the relay wi'll~'operate and open the

circuit breaker' to isolate the faulty section.
o

Differential protection 'is generally unit protection.

The unit protection responds to internal faults only. The pro-

tected zone is exactly determined by location of CTS. The vector

difference is achieved by suitable connections of CT or PT,s
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secondaries. Differential Relays are idealy suited for the

protection of compact items of electrical plant such as gene-

rators, busbars, transformers., reactors, capacitors, motors,

short transmission lines etc.

1.3.2.3 DISTANCE RELAYING (2,3,7)

Due to the complexity of the systems having a number of

infeeds from generating stations, and the need for faster clearing

times as the fault level increases the use of high speed dis-

tance relays on modern systems has become imperative. The diffi-

culty in grading time-overcurrent relays with increasing number

of switching stations, also overcome by distance Relay. The per-

formance of distance relays is governed by the ratio of voltage

to current at the relay location and the operating time of the

relay automaticallyincre~seswithin ..increase_of this ratio.;.

Now the impedance- or the reactance of the circuit between the.

relay and the fault is proportional to the distance between

them provided the relay actuating quantities (voltage and

current)- are properly chosen. This is the reason why such a

relay is known as a distance relay.

Strictly speaking the impedance seen by the relay is not

exactly proportional to the distance between the relay and the

fault in general. The_main reason for this is due to the pre-

sence of resistance a~ the fault location and presence of

loads and generating sources between the relay and the fault

location etc.
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The 'factors to be considered for the selection of a

distance scheme can be enumerated as speed of operation, measur-

ing relay
tions. (2)

characteristics, ~iault coverage, &conomic considera-
<> I

In applying distance relays to transmission system it is

necessary to state the relay characteristic ~n the same terms

that the system conditions 'i'l're'stated. If the relay characteris-

tics are thought of in terms of volts and amperes, than the

system conditions should be stated in the same terms,Vith the

distance relay, however, it is difficult to think in terms of

volts and ampers because these values vary widely for the same

relay resp~0flSa,It, therefore, simplified matters greatly to
, ~ .

think of the distance re'lay response in terms of the ratio of

vol tages to ampe~<=s._H()",~yeLin des'igning distance relays it
_ J ~_ _ __ ••••• ~_." ,

is necessary to think in terms of the volts, amperes and phase

angle to which it must respond,because these are the quantities

whic~ actually operate the contact actuating parts. Fig. 1.1

shows the variety of characteristic available. The names are

derived from the fundamental torque equations which, when sol-

ved for the particular characteristic desired. The relay will

operate whenever the combination of R ~ x falls within its

characteristic.'Relay location is the origin of the plot. The

transmission line being protected can be drawn directly on the

plot in the first quadratant,and sO the extent of the relay

protection is ~mmediately apparent.
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Fig. 1.1. Genera'i operating cheracterestics of distance relay.
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Dep~nding upon the characteristic, principle types of

distance Relays are impedance, reactance, admittance,ohm and

off set mho. The impedance relay compares the magnitude of the

voltage and the current, the ratio being the indicated impe-

dance. The reactance-relay compares the magnitude of that com-

ponent of the voltage 90 degree out of phase with the current

and the magnitude of the current, the ratio being the indicated
reactance.

Distance protection is non-unit protection. It is a high

sPeed and simplified protection. It can be used as a primary

and Back-up protection. Distance Relay is widely used in pro-
tection of transmission lines.
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IDEAL CHARACTERISTICS

PRACTICAL DISTANCE
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I
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FIRST
BALANCE
POINT

RELAY
CONSIDERED

Fig. 1.2. Ideal and practical distancp rplay chara.cteristics.
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1.3.3_ COMPARISONS BETWEEN DiFFERENT SCHEMES

Protective relaying is necessary with almost every

electrical piant and hardly any part of the power system is

left unpr-otected. The choice of protection depends upon several

aspects such as type and rating of the protected equipment,

its ~mportance, location, probable abnormal conditions, cost
. (3)etc .

The operation of the overcurrent relay depends upon the

excess of current. So these relays are less sensitive because

they can not make correct distinction between heavy loadcondi-

tions and minor fault condition. But differential relays are

free from these difficulties. Overcurrent protection includes

the protection from over loads. Over loading of a machine or

equipment -means 'the-machine ,is taking"more' current .than-its

rated current. Hence with over loading there ~s an associated

temperature rise. The permissible temperature rise has a limit

based on insulation class and material problem(3). On the other

hand, overcurrent relays have the advantage that they offer the

cheapest and the simplest protection for line.

Differential protection is generally unit protection(2).

Unit protection provides fast selective clearing. The protected

zone is exactly detenrtined by location of CTS. The impedance

of the pilot cables of a curren£ differential relay generally
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cause a slight difference between the currents at the two

ends of the section to be protected. If the relay is very

sensitive than the small differential current flowing through

the relay may cause it to operate even under nO fault condi-

tions.pilot cable capacitance cause incorrect operation of the

relay. Differential protection is suitable for protection of

cables of relatively short lengths due to the capacitance of

pilot wire.

The distance relay is a non-unit .form of protection off-

ering considerable economic and.technical advantages on medium

voltage and high voltage feeder. Being of the non unit types

distance schemes automatically provide back-up protection to

adjacent feeder section. Selectivity is often achieved by a

directional feature which is either inherent to the distance
Irelay itself. Distance relaying is employed where time and

current graded overcurrent relaying is too slow or selectivity
is not obtainable. from ..them •.(1)

Time graded overcurrentrelaying is not suitable for

ring mains or interconnected long distance transmission lines

where rapid fault clearing is necessary to ensure stability of

system but this system is suitable for radial feeder in which

power flow is only in one direction. Different types of distance

relays are suitable for different length lines. For very short

lines reactance type is preferable because it is practically

unaffected by arc resistance. Impedance relay is better suited
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for phase fault relaying for lines of moderate lengths(2,3)

The effect of arc on impedance is more than in a reactance

relay but less than a mho relay. Mho relays are suitable for
longer lines.

1.4 DIGITAL DISTANCE RELAY (6,7,8)

The use of digital computers for protection of power

system equipment is of relatively recent origin. A computer

have several inherent advantage that make it attractive and

provide incentive for further work on digital protection of

transmission lines. For relaying this is particularly desireable

since it permits constant monitoring and self checking. It also

has the ability to consolidate logical functions of many devi-

ces in one processor unit, thus possibily avoiding duplication
\

in situation where many separate piece of equipment use iden-

tical inputs or perform similar function. Finally in an inte-

grated station concept there is potential for significant
economics.

Computers relaying however is not inherently free of

many of the problems that beset electro-mechanical or solid

state relays. Input signal errors caused by transient dc off-

.sets and CT saturation must still be recognized and consider-
able.
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Distance relays form a key element of a protection sys-

tern,and consequently a great deal of attention has been given

to the problem ,of lmplimenting distance relay on digital com-

puters(7). Some relays which use a digital processor for com-

puting the impedance and making decision have been developed

in the last few years. The algorithms used to calculate the

-apparant impedance used in this relays can be catagorized into

four groups. The first group is developed assuming that the

waveforms presented to the relay are pure sinusoids. The second

group of algorithm use fourier analysis and the third group

used digital filters to extract the fundamental frequency in-

formation from the, input. The last group of algorithms numeri-

cally solve a differential equation which describes the behavi-
our of the transmission lines(8).

I
In all digital relays i vol tageand ,current outputs "of

the transducers areJerepr-o'c?s's<fd1andconverted to milli-volts~~~~~

lvel. Preprocessed ~ignals of the milli volt level are con-

verted to numerical ,values.by analog-.to-digi tal converter.

The digital -'information is.the.n provided ,to a processor which

analyzes the information and makes appropriate decision. Fig.

1.3 shows the block diagram representation of digital Relay.

,
Analog Analog AID Con- Digital DigitalI-Signal Processing verter Relaying Output

algorithm .

Fig. 1.3 Simplified Block diagram of a digital relay.
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The line protection with digital computer working group

developed a set of criteria to describe the performance of digi-

tal distance relays. The special criteria are speed (algori-

thm time, total time), selectivity ( fault locations, fault

type), Accuracy, reliability, Fault wave form specifications.

Other important characteristics that shouilldbe considered are

special processor requirements;memory requirement, substation

environment requirement, power supply constraints, compatibi-,
lity with other system used in the substation,adaptability,

diagnostics,self-cheeking and the man machine interfaces (6).

1.5 LITERATURE SURVEY

The field of power system protection has been the subject

of a great deal of analysis and different types of protective

Relays have been developed for this purpose. Of these, the dis-

tance '.relay is -one-of the major tools f6r power system pro-

tection. Research abstracts and many references to such work are

found in the literature~ Some of the more important ones, reli-

vant to the present study,_are discussed in this section.

In 1947, W.A. Lewis and L.S. Tippett have presented a

paper(9) on fundamental basis for distance relaying on 3-phase

system. In this paper, they have discussed that the faults

occurring on any power system are devided into two general

types; the first consisting of line fault involving two or
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more conductors and the second consisting of ground faults

involving one conductor and ground. They have then demons-

trated the use of-different relaying technique to obtain the

relaying current and voltage for relay operation. The analy-
I

ses has been based upon the assumption of sine wave currents

and voltages, constant circuit impedance and negligible distri-

buted capacitance in the faulted sections of the line. They

also assumed further that the fault impedance consists of

resistance only and is effectively constant throughout a cycle.
They, however, do not provide any justification for these assump-

tions.

In 1958, W.K. Sonnemann and H.W. Lensner developed a me~ho-

d0109y(lO) for distance relaying based upon compensator techni-

que. In this system, they proposed the use of two polyphase relay

units~ne of the ~nits responding -to all phase-to-phase faults,

regardless of which pair of phases is faulted, and the other

unit responding to 3-phase faults. They claim this to be a high

speed distance relaying scheme for use with or without power

line carrier or microwave. But they do not provide any scheme

for single phase to ground fault.

In 1966,. G.D. Rockefeller developed a basislll) for design-

ing distance relays that would detect ground faults in a preset

zone of transmission lines. Used in conjunction with timers,

the ,proposed scheme would provide step-distance protection.
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These relays were inherently directional and are non reactance

type which was the key to schemes simplicity. The, relays would,

however, be unable to detect a phase to phase fault. He also

advocated in his paper that directional sensing as well as a

phase selector. must be added in these relays so as to be able

to detect which phases. in grounded. Because of these supervi-

sion requirements, a single ZOne relay becomes excessively

complex.

In 1971, Barry J. Mann and I.F. Morrison proposed a method

of distance .type protection sui table for' on line digital compu-

ter protection of transmission lines(12). The basic principle

is the predictive calculation of peak fault current and voltage

from a small number. of sample values. From these the transmission

line impedapce can be cal'culated and fault condition detected

and measured by the drop in impedance. The author, however,

noted that different inherent numerical errors due to numerical

differentiation, presence of noise etc may give rise to problems

and it is essential to avoid these errors for proper operation.

G.B. Gilerest, G.D. Rockefeller and E.A. Udren in their

paper(13,14) , suggested a method which provides high-speed phase

and ground distance fault protection of 230 KV transmission

lines. In this method the stored program performs all of the

relaying functions using the output of an AID converter which

reads the instantaneous values of the power system currents

and voltages.
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M. S. Sachdev and ':i'~'.A.Baribean in their paper (8) present

a new algorithm suitable for calculating impedances from digi-

tized voltages and currents sampled at a relay location. The

algorithm assumes that the input is composed of a fundamental

frequency component, a decaying d.c. and harmonics of specified

order. Parameters of a digital filter, determined by using the

least error squares approach, are then used tocompu.te. the real

and imaginary components of the voltage and currentphasors.

Impedances as seen from a relay location are than calculated.

They also mention that. for development of algorithm it is

essential to choose a proper sampling rate, data window, time

references etc.

. (15)Adly A. Girgis and R. Grover Brown in their papers

proposed a method of digital distance relaying technique using

kalman filtering. Kalman filters, as recursive optimal estimators,

are used to optimally estimate the 60HZ voltage and current

components. They pointed out that the kalman filtering based

algorithm is especially well suited to on-line digital process-

ing because the noisy input data being processed recursively.

The filter is initialized with an init~al estimate of the

signal and its error coveriance. The paper, however, does not

discuss the relative accuracy of this methbd.

. (16 17 ~8) .A serles of papers " by A.G. Phadke, T. Hlibka,

M.G. Adamiak and M. Ibrahim discussed digital distance relaying
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technique using symmetrical compoQent theory. In their firs~
(16)paper they developed a ,single-performance equation of

distance relay for handling all types of faults which are

likely to occur on a three-phase system. In this paper they

also mentioned that symmetrical component relay is suitable

for digit~l computer application and it is a high speed

distance relay and is simple to apply. In their second paper(17)

they discussed about digital computer implementation of the

symmetricals component distance relay (SCDR) and a micro

computer based hardware system sui table for this task._ In
, . - - (18)
the-ir-third- paper - - they describe'-the field tests of a-micro-

computer based ultra(c high speed distance relay.

1.6. SCOPE OF THE PRESENT WORK

Computerised relaying is becoming a well-known research

area for power system engineers. Computerised relays have the

great advantages 'of accuracy in detecting fault a'nd operation

of relay over mechanically operated relays. Different methods

are being investigated in devising a suitable-way of calcula-

ting fault distance and in fault-type detection. Of these, the

symmetrical component approach is found to be very sound and

reliable in these respects. Some research is being carried out
-in exploring a method of distance relaying using symmetrical

component. But practical application has not yet been establi-
shed in this area.
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The Objective::-of/this research is to present an analy-

tical basis for distance relaying using symmetrical component

CCOhC~RP' The biggest advantage of computerized distance relay-

ing using symmetrical component is the use of a single per-

formance equation for arbitrary ,types of faults. Conceptually,

the use of a single equation to determine the distance to a

fault is equivalent to using a single impedance unit which

responds correctly to,all fault types. The input to the symm-

etrical component distance relay are the symmetrical compo-

nents of voltage and current. The symmetrical components of

vol tages and,'curTents can be. readily obtained' from their res-
,

pective sample waveform data under steady state as well as

transient systems condition using discrete fourier transform

(D.F.T) filtering technique. The D.F.T. filtering must be

accomplished in such a way so that fundamental frequency com-

ponent must be extracted from their sampled data without

introducing excessive delay in the overall relaying process.

The symmetrical component discrete fourier transform (S.C.D.F.~)
.-"t;-,,.._~~, therefore,chosen as the basis of the investigation repo-
rted here.

The work starts with an explanation of different type

of faults which usually occur in a power system and the diff-

erent type of protective relays which are involved in over-

coming these faults. A comparative study of the available

methods is also provided.
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The next step is a detailed investigation into the

discrete fourier transform techni~ue and an attempt at refine-

ment of the method so as to develop it as the basic tool of

analysis in the. present work.

Finally, a computer program is developed for detecting

the type of fault and the distance of fault from the relay

location. The program, is.then tested .on...a model pow.er system.

The performance under different system conditions is investi-

.gated to. check the. correctnes s .of the ..response. The. me.thod is

then applied .to-)a JZea.n:--Sjj~':r(ry power system. The simulated-data

are fed in to the program and fault results obtained ill; inves-

tigated.
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CHAPTER - 2

2.0 FUNDANENTAL BASIS FOR.DISTfu"CE RELAYING USING SY~~IETRICAL
COHPONENT.

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter consist of development of distance relay

performance equation based upon the theory of symmetrical com-

ponents. This performance equation is used to determine location

of fault, detection of type and phase of fault.

Fig. 2.1 shows a block diagram representation of the

method. In section 2.5cexpression for the distance up to fault for

different type of faults are developed. Finally flow diagram

(fig. 2.8) for calculating type and location of fault are dis-

cussed in section 2;7.

2.2 BLOCK DIAGRAM REPRESENTATION OF THE [EF'ESEl'{TWORK

First of all a computer program for SCDFT will be deve-

loped in order to obtain symmetrical component voltages and

currents from the sample wave form data. Next, the computer

program for symmetrical component distance relay will be

developed and the symmetrical component data will be fed into the

SCDR program in order to obtain fault results such as location

of fault, type of fault and phases of fault. Finally the deve-

loped computer program will apply on a model power system and

a large power system for investigation: The block diagram for

the method is shown in Fig. 2.1.



Development of algori thIn"
for symmetrical component
discrete fourier Transform
program
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Determination of symme-
trical component of current~
voltages. from the sampled
data at the relay location

Development of
algorithm for
sl~_etrical compo-
nent distance Relay
program.

Data obtained from S.C.
D.F.T. program are fed
into the S.C.D.R. pro-
gram in order to deter-
mine the location of
fault, type and phase of
fault.

Application of the
symmetrical component
distance relay program
on a model power system
and a large power system.

Fig. 2.1: Block diagram representation of the'pre-s:e:rl't,work--...& - ~ .
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2.3 BASIS FOR SYMEETRICAL COM~ONENT FAULT ANALYSIS

An unbalanced system of n related phasors can be resolved

into n systems of balanced phasors called the symmetrical com-

ponents of the original phasors. This is the. fundamental concept
(19 )of syffimetricalcomponents which was introduced by Dr. Fortescue ..

The n phasors of each set of components are equal in magnitude

and the angular displacement between adjacent.phasors of the

set are equal. A more convenient method of analyzing unbalanced

operation is through syn@etrical components where the three

.".".phase..voltages ...( and. curren ts)..which may ..be. unbal anced are:.trans-

formed into three. sets of balanced voltages ( and currents).

Fortunately, in such a transformation the impedances presented

by various power system elements (synchronous generators, trans-

formers, lines) to symmetrical components are decoupled from

each other resulting in independent system networks for each

component (balanced set). This is the basic reason for the

simplicity of the symmetri.cal component method of analysis.

Most of the faults that occur on power systems are unsy-

mmetrical faults which may consists of unsymmetrical short cir-

cuitfunsymmetrical faults through impedances. Unsymmetrical

faults occur as single line to ground faults,line-to-lie-faults-
-or Double line-to-ground fault. Since any unsymmetrical fault

causes unbalance currents to flow in the system, the method

of symmetrical components is very useful in an analysis to

determine the current and voltages in all parts of the system

after the occu~renGE?of the fault.--"-=- .'
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The utility bf symmetrical component theory follows from. ,

the simplicity it introduces in'calculation of unbalanced sys-

tern fault conditions for an otherwise balanced system. For all

unbalanced fault which are symmetric with respect to the refe-

rence phase,. the resulting symmetrical component equations and

equivalent circuits are. especially simple. For' unbalanced faults

which are unsymmetric' wi th respect to the reference ..phase the

coresponding equations and equivalent circuits contain complex

multiple of a and a2 (See Appendix -A). This complication is

of nO consequence in most fault studies where the fault can

..always ..be .assumed ..to be. symmetric~'with-respect to the .reference

phase without any loss of generality.

2.4 DEVELOPMENT OF THE DISTANCE RELAYING FORMULA

In order tO'develop the performance equation of the symme-

trical component distance relay let us consider a sample sys-

tern ( see Fig. 2.2) consisting of two buses P & Q with the

power system behind buses P & Q represented by three phase

Thevenin sources EG (ZaG' ZIG' Z2G) and.EH (ZOH' ZlH' Z2H)
respectively. The relay under consideration is assumed to be

at the P-terminal of the line. Various type of faults will be

placed at B which is

K being the ratio of

assurned jib) oo.,aC a ::-tra:cti0nal,.di~ta1'i:Ge"k"1'rom"Busp,~~~~~.~
the distance betweenP and B to that bet-

ween the total distance PQ. The fault at B will be assumed to

have a resistance Rf in the fault path. Bus W is a fictitious

bus within the fault arc path.
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Fig. 2.2 Sample system;single line diagram
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Fig.2.3 Voltages and currents during fault at 8.
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The symmetrical components of voltages and current at

terminal P of the line will be considered to be the input to

the relay under consideration. Consider the occurr@~ce of a

fault at B through the fault path resistance. The resulting

voltages and currents in the network are shown in fig. 2.3.

The relevent performance equations are (See Appendix-B).

2.1

E2w=_~2::-"KI2Z2 - R2fI2f
" /

I
For a transmissioA line, Zl=Z2; Iof,Ilf,I2f are the symmetrical _

component of the fault current.

The change of line currents because of ,the fault are

I -6I: = -I " I." 0 0 0 0

611 I -I1 1

612 = 12-12,,12

2 • 2

where I0' II' 12 are prefault currents

using 61,S in equation 2.1.

Eow

The voltage drops are then,
LIE = 61 Zo 00

2.3
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2.4

and the ratios are.

K
o.

Eo= L>E o

2.5

K.
L

Equa ti.on 2.3 can now be expressed in terms of these rations as

E = 6E (K -K) - R f I fow 0 0 0 0

2.6

The first three ratios introduced in equation 2.5 are between

voltages and voltage drops of the same sequence and the last

ratio kL is between currents of the same sequence.

2.5 EXPRESSION FOR DISTANCE UPTO FAULT

2.5.1 THEEE PHASE. TO GROUND FAULT

The symmetrical component representation for this fault

is shown in fig. 2.4., It is obvious that only the positive
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sequence network is of significance. The fault imposes the

boundary condition E1w = 0 at bus W. substituting this condi-

tion in second of equations 2.6 leads to (See Appendix-B)

K =
K
1

l+kt + E
r

2.7

where 2.8

E denotes the term depending upon R f.
r _ 1

2.5.2 SINGLE LINE TO GROUND FAULT

The symmetrical component representation for siug.lec:

phase to ground faults is shown in fig. 2.5. Boundary cond{-

tions imposed:

i) Phase._'a' to ground fault-,__:.

ii) Phase 'b' to ground fault.
2gE + aE + E = 0- 1w 2w ow

iii) Phase 'c' to ground fault

aE + a2E + E = 01w 2w ow

2.9

2.10

2.11
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Fig.2.4. Symmetrical component representation for A three phase fault
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Fig_ 2. S. Symmetrical component reresentation for phase to ground fault
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Using these boundary conditions in equation 2.6 leads to the

following expression for K (See Appendix-B)

+ K2 + KoK~
+ K. +'K'

'(L 0

+ E:
r

2.12

where, for a-g fault

E: =
r

2.13

for b-g fault

-(R1f I1'f + Cl.2R2f 12f + Cl.Rof Iof)
E: 2.14r 6E1 2 + Kif" + K' )

0

for c-g fault

- (Rlf Ilf + Cl.R2f 12f + Cl.2R Iof) 2.15
E: = of
r 6E1 2 + K~ + K 0 )

0

and K' =
6Eo 2.16

0 6E1

2.5.3 LINE TO LINE FAULT

The symmetrical component representation for the three

phase to phase faults in shown in fig. 2.6. Boundary conditions

imposed are
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Substituting these boundary conditions in equation 2.6 the

expression for K becomes (See Appendix -B)

K = 2.20

where, for b-cfault:

for a-b fault:

2.21

- CtR2f I2fl ..

2 + KL)
2.22
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Fig. 2.6 Symmetrical component representation for phase to phase faults.
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Fig.2.7 Symmetrical component representation for double phase to 'Jround fal.J!ts
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2.5.4 DOUBLE LINE TO GROUND FAULT

2.23

The symmetrical componentcrepresentation for double

phase to ground faults is.shown in fig. 2.7. The boundary

conditions are:

i) - b-c",G.fault:

E1w = E2w = E 2.24ow

ii) a-b-g fault:

aE1w = a'E = E 2.252w ow

iii) a-c-g fault:

a'E = aE2w = E 2.26lw ow.

Using equation 2.6 and boundary condition the expression for

K becomes ( See Appendix - B).

K =
+ K'Ko o.
+ K' + KLo

+ E
r 2.27

where for the b-c-g fault:

E =
r 2.28
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./,

for the a-b-g fault:

a2R I - Rlf Ilf
= of of 2.29E: I+K'r LlEI ( + Kr,.)

0

and for the a-c-g fault

aR I - Rlf Ilf
E:

of of 2.30r LlEI ( 1 +K' + KL)
0

2.5.5 GENERALISED EXPRESSION

The expression for ,K:-forall types -of faults are given

by equations 2.7, 2.12, 2.20, 2.26. Unification of these four

equation is possible with the introduction of a new parameter

K2 defined as

2.31

= 0 otherwise.

It will further modify the definitions of K and K2 such that, 0

they are identically zero when LlE ando LlE2 are zero. The

four expressions for K as indicated above are now equivalent

to the single expression - ( See Appendix - B) :

K =
+ Ko
K' +2

K'o
K..
L

2.32

The expression represent by equation 2.32 is the gene-

ralized expression for the operating equationojsYITL'lletrical

component distance relay. This equation represents per unit
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distance ( expressed in terms of total line length) to any

balanced or unbalanced fault on the transmission line.

2.6 DIFFERENT APPROXIMATIONS

In order to develop the generalized expression for dis-

tance relay a number of approximations were made. This simpli-

fies the formulation of the problem. The main assumptions are

the following:

i) The part of~the system behind the buses are represen~ed

by three phase thevenin sources.

ii) positive sequence voltages and currents are the only

significant variables for balanced pre-fault conditions.

iii) The phase angle of 61
0

and 611, ~6Il' ~26I1 in

three cases for phase to ground fault are approximately equal:16)

la-'g= Ib-g = Ic-g = K'o

The ratio of

approximately 0, -

in a phasor with phase angle of

or + 2n/3 depending upon whether the

fault is on phase a, phase b or phase c.

v) In the operating equation of the distance relay the

error due to fault resistance E is neglected. Since the arc
r

is likely to be short during the first cycle of the fault, the
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error due to the fault-path resistance may be expected to be
/

small for a high-speed relay. E showed be neglible. So the
r

final form of the performance equation from eqn. 2.32'_ is

K =
+ K2
+ K'o

K1 +
2

+ K'
2

K K'o 0

+ Kr;

2.7 DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM

Fig. 2.8(a) shows the flow-diagram for calculating loca-

tion and type of-faults. The. signals input to the relay_program

are symmetrical compon-ents _of voltages and 'currenE;,;-"The- signals

proportional to the voltage drops produced by phase and zero

sequence impedances of the transmissiOn line. The value of the

ratio Ko' KI, K2, K~ are than calculated from the ratio of Eo
6E

O
and 6EI. The. magnitude

of the difference of 6E1 and 6E2 is next compared against a

tolerance E1. If this differences is greater than EI in magni-

tude the value of K2 is set equal to zero, otherwise the value

of K2 is one. Finally the value of K which is the location of

fault is calculated. The choice of the tolerance E1 are dis-

cussed in section 2.8. The value of K; is now compared with

zero. For a value of K2 equal to zero, the magnitude of 6Eo
is compared against a second tolerance Ei' If 6Eo magnitude

is greater than E2, than the type of fault is double line to

ground fault, otherwise it is a three phase fault. Again for

a value of K; not equal to zero, the magnitude of 6Eo is
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compared against the t6lerance EZiIf-6E~ magnitude is grea-

ter than Ez,-it is a phase to ground fault, otherwise it

is phase to phase fault. The selection of the tolerance Ez

are also discussed in section z.~.

Fig.Z.8~(b) shows-the flow chart for detection of phases

for differnts type of faults. For single line to ground fault

the magnitude of the angle of the ratio 6E1/ 6EZ is first

compared with a tolerance E3. If magnitude of this angle is
--res's-than E), it i,s_phase- 'a' to ground fault'.I.£.this-angle,is

greater than E, than the magnitude of the difference of the
j .

angle between the ratio 6E1/ 6EZ and 1200 is compared with

the same tolerance E3• If this magnitude of the angle is

greater than E
3
, it is phase 'b' to ground fault, otherwise

it is phase 'c' to ground fault.

For phase to phase fault, the magnitude of the differ-

ence between the angle of the, ratio 6E/ 6EZ and 180
0

is

first compared with the tolerance E3• If the magnitude of

this difference is less than E3, it is phase 'b' to phase 'c'
fault. Again if this difference is greater than E3, than

the difference of the angle between the ratio 6E1/ 6EZ and

600 is compared with E3' If this difference is greater than

it is phaseE3'
'a' to phase 'b' fault, otherwise it is phase

'a' to phase 'c' fault.
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Input data
Zo' Zl' Z2' Eo' E1, E2, lo,11.12,f1

Calculate K._. ,
.w

=

K'o

.> .>

phase to
ground
fault

phase to
phase
fault

Double
phase to
ground
fault

Three
phase
fault

Fig. 2.&~Flow diagram for calculating location of fault
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>

Phase 'b'
to ground
fault

>

Angle of

>

o
120 I

Phase 'e'
to ground
fault

o
60 I:

o
1801: EO

Phase 'a'
to ground
fault

Phase 'a' to
phase 'b'
fault

Phase 'a' to
Phase Ie'
fault

Phase. 'b' to
Phase 'e'
fault
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>

: €.4

phase 'a' g..
phase 'c'
to ground
fault

phase 'a' g phase
'b' to ground
fault

phase 'b' «
phase •c 'co
ground fault

",

fig.2.8(b): Flow diagram for detecting phases in
diffeTent types of fault...
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For double phase to ground fault, first the magnitude

of the sum (~I + 612 + 61 ) is compared with the tolerance
'1 0

E4. If this sum is less thanE4, it is phase 'b' and phase 'c'

to ground fault. If this sum is greater than "'4than ,the mag-

nitude of the sum (aliI1 + a2liI2 + 610) is compared with the

same tolerance "'4' If this sum is greater than E4, it is
phase 'a' and phase 'c' to ground ,fault, otherwise it is phase

'a' and phase 'b' to ground fault. ( The computer program

developed for this flow chart is shown in Appendix - C) •

2.8 SETTING FOR TOLERfu,CES "'IAND E2 (17)

The toleranc~ "'1 is set such that for any type of unbalan-

ced fault on the system, the negative sequence voltage drop 6E2
is greater than "'1' liE1. The critical fault to consider is a

double phase to ground fault, since for all other unbalanced

faults, IliE11~I~E21 . The negative sequence voltage drop for the

double phase to ground fault depends upon the ratio (Zo/Z1)'

Figure (2. ,:) shows a plot of (12/11) as a function of (Z2/Z1)

Taking the worst possible system configuration, a safe value

for "'1can be determined. In our system E1 = 25% has been fo~nd

to be a secure setting for all possible system conditions.

The E2 setting helps distinguish between ground faul'ts arid

non-ground faults. This setting is also determined by considering

the variation of (16Eol / 16Ell)as a function of Zo/Zl for the

system'Fig. (2.9) also shows the variation of (10/11) for all

possible values of (Zo/Zl)' From a consideration of worst case

(Zo/Z1)' the value of
value of 50% has been

E2 call be determined. In our case, a
found to be a reliable setting for E 2'
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CHAPTER - 3

3.0 SY~ll~ETRICAL COMPONENT DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter the analysis of discrete fourier transform

technique, the algorithm for symmetrical component discrete
fourier transform using DFT technique and Recursiy:e,Algo,rith.mfijr,Sm7-,-'

are presented. Section 3.2 consists of the description of D.F.~.

technique, sampling theoreom. The choice of sampling rate, data

window and time reference for S.C.D.F.T program are also dis-

cussed in this section. The development of algorithm for SCDF~

and RecursiVe .AJ;gor:ithm-; are presented in section 3.3. Finally

an algorithm for computer program for SCDFT is written which

is presented in section 3.4.

3.2 DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFO~l

3.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE

The discrete fourier transform is a special case of conti-

neous fourier transform. It approximates the contineous fourier

transform and is easily amenable to machine computation. The

most important concept to keep in mind is that the discrete

fourier transform implies periodicity in both the time and fre-

quency domain. (20)

Considering the discrete signal X(KT), which can be

result of sampling a contineous signal x(t) or can occur in
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herently as a sequence of numbers.

The approximate fourier transform pair can be written
as:

N-1
X(JW) ~ ~ TX(tk) exp (-Jwtk)K=O

3.1

and x (10)
(,W
211

M-1
~

n=-M
X(JW ) exp (JW t)

n n 3.2

If the signal has a finite number of points and its values

are used in the approximate fourier transform, then Eq. (3.1)

and Eq. (3.2) yields the approximate frequency and time informa-

tion about the signal at the N discrete frequency and time values

respectively. Eq. (3.1) and Eq. (3.2) can be written as:

N-1
~

K=O
for n 0,1,2, .... N-1 (3.3)

and (,W
211

N/2-1
~ X(JW)

n=-N/2 n

for k= 0,1,2, ..... N-1 (3.4)

where for convenience and without loss of generality, M in

Eq. (3.2) is replaced by N/2, so that the same number of data

points in both the time and frequency domain is obtained. Since

the frequency function X(JW ) in Eq. (3.3) is periodic with'
n
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period N, the summation in Eq. (3.4) can be written ,as:

N-l
l:

n=O
X (JW )

n
exp for k=O,l,2 •.. N~l

(3.5)

Now,_the_relationship between the time_interval T and the fre-

quency interval ~W for sampling the contineous signal X(t)
in order to obtain discrete signal X(KT) is

~W = 211
NT (3.6)

Then ~W -_ 1 and" W t _211 NT -, n k -

Now let us consider

nk211
N (3.7)

and X = X(JW )
n n

K= 0,1, .•..

n = 0,1,

N-l

N-l

(3.8)

(3.9)

Then Eq. (3.3) and Eq. (3.5) becomes

N-l
l:

K=O
Xk exp (- (J211IN) nk) n= 0,1, •.. N-l

(3.9)

and 1 N-l
- l:N n=O

X exp «J211/N)kn)n K=O,l, .•. N-l

(3.10)
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The two expressions in Eq. (3.10) and Eq. (3.11) are

called the discrete fourier transform (DFT) pair. Notation

Xn ~ DFT (Xk) is u~ed to denote the direct discrete fourier

transform in Eq. (3.10) and Xk ~ IDFT (Xn) is used to denote

the inverse discrete fourier transform in Eq. (3.11)'. (For
detailed see Appendix-D) .

3.2.2 SMAPLING THEOREM

"A band-limited periodic function with no hamonics of

order higher ~han N is uniquely specified by its value at 2N+l
instants within one period" !21)

According to the sampling theorem, in order for a band
limited signal to be recoverable from the samples of the signal
the sampling frequency must be equal to, at least twice the
highest, frequency component in the signal. (20)

That is:

fs
1 2 fh~ >T

where f 1 sampling frequency in HZ.~ ~s T

(3.12)

fh ~ highest frequency content of signal in HZ.

Therefore, T<

This relation places an upper limit on the sampling
interval in the time-domain. The requirement that T ~ 2~

h
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is simply the maximum" spacing between samples for which the

theorem holds. Frequency l = 2f is known as Nyquist sampling
T "h

rate. If

sampling

1
T> 2f '

h
interval

then aliasing will result. In practice the

is chosen to be much lower than the limiting

value of in order to reduce. the aliasing error.

3.2.3 CHOICE OF SAMPLING. RATE

Choice of sampling rate is One of the important considera-

tion in sampling technique. Theoretical consideration dictate

that the sampling frequency must be at least twice the largest

f "h Id"f . t" "d 1"' (20)requency present In t e samp e In ormatlon oaVOl a laslng.

For symmetrical component calculation, using SCDFT in our

present work, any multiple of 180 HZ is a suitable sampling

rate. In symmetrical component calculation for sampled data,

a sampling rate of 720 HZ is used to sample the current and

voltage wave forms. This sampling rate has many advantage from

a computational point of view in the present application. The

adoptation of this sampling rate because: (i) It is within the

range of practical analogi digital conversion equipment availa-

ble at the mini and microcomputer level. (ii) It produces suffi-

cient redundancy in the calculations over a period of 1/2-1

cycle so that the results can be trust-worthy in the distance

relaying sence. (iii) It involves a very small number.of full

(i.e., with irrational fourier co-efficient) multiplication.
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In addition a most pertinent advantage of this sampling rate

is the fact that the symmetrical components can, be calcula~ed

with trivial extra arithmatic if this sampling rate is used.

This discovery that the syn@etrical component can be calcula~ed

from sampled data obtain at 720 HZ gave the initial empetus to

the development of our relaying algorithm.
c.

The noise contained in the sampling wave form must be

band limited to 360 HZ to satisfy the Nyquist condition associa-

ted with the sampling rate of 720 HZ(17).

3.2.4 CHOICE OF DATA WINDOW AND TIME REFERENCE

The choiQe of data window is also, an important fac'tor

for sampling. The width of the data window should be chosen

in such a manner that there is an inverse relationship between

the expected error of an estimate and the width of the data

window(16). Also a slight increase in data window creates much

more stable system. On the other hand, increase of data window,

increases the operating time of the relay.

In our present work, we have concentrated on data window

of the order of a cycle or 12 samples per cycle. It produces

only irrational number in the multiplication operation. Half

cycle data window ( 6 sample/cycle) may also use. There is no

special significance to a one-cycle window when the input signals

are likely to contain harmonic as well as non-harmonic noice
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component. certainly there- is no merit in using a one-cycle

data window if one intends to use result when the data window

contains partial data from the pre-fault period.

Another degree of freedom allowed in the choice of -the

time reference, when.is-t equal to zero. Theoretically it is

an arbitrary choice.

3.3 SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT DFT

3.3.1 DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE

In symmetrical component discrete fourier transform method

the theory of familiar discrete fourier transform technique is

utilized in order to obtain the symmetrical component quanti-

tie~wmm.etrical -component discrete fourier transform is a fil-

tering technique of producing-symmetrical com.ponents of the

filtered quantities without adding to the delay of the filtering

_process.

Immediately after the occurance of a fault (order of a

cycle), the voltage and current wave forms contain significant

amounts of transient components in addition to the fundamental

frequency components. It is necessary to remove these transient

component from input wave forms SO that fundamental frequency

components alone are presented to the distance relay. This
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filtering must be accomplished without introducing excessive

delay in the overall relaying process. The symmetrical com-

ponent of voltages and currents can be readily obtained from

their respective sampled wave from data under steady state as

well as transient system conditions using this filtering

technique.

3.3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF THE ALGORITHM OF THE METHOD

Recal-l-that _the symmetrical components of three- phase

-quan-ti.ties X~, -Xb,/ xc;- are-:-givenas:-
/

1
Xl = 3

1X2 = 3

(3.13)

where X stands for either a voltage or current phasor and it

is implied that steady state _conditions prevail: The time de-

pendent function X(t) of which X is a phasor representation- -- .-" .

is assumed to be a pure fundamental frequency sinusoid. The

coefficients a and a2 are (-0.5 + JO.866) and (-0.5 - JO.B66)

respectively

In general, the functions X(t) are not pure sine waves

during transient condition. Assume that such a non-sinusoidal

X(t) is-sampledatt=KT, (K=0,1,2 .... ) andxkarethe

corresponding samples.
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Xk = X (KT) i K = 0,1,2 ••• (3.14)

T being the sampling interval. Phasor representation for the

fundamental frequency component of X(t) is a function of Xk'

K = 0,1,2, (3 .15)

For an inpure signal X(t), X must be viewed as the optimum esti-

mate of the phasor representation. When the signal X(t) is sui-

tably band-limited,. and the sample set (Xk) spans a multiple

of'.one-halL~ the....fundamenta.l frequency: period, the optimum. esti-. "

mate X is the familiar discrete fourier transform ( See Appendix-E)

2 N-l
X = E Xk BkN k=O

where Bk (
2lTT K)= exp -) T

0

(3.16)

(3.17)

TO being the period of the fundamental frequency wave. The fac-

tor 2 in the expression for X comes about from combining X(l)

and X(-l) to form X in the usual manner.

Equation 3.16 for a one cycle data window (N=12) and

a sampling rate of 720 HZ becomes-

X (1)
1 11

E
6 K=O

KlTXk exp ( -j 6 (3.1G)
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where X(I) is the phasor representation for the fundamental

frequency for an impure signal X(t) .

Recall that the conventional phasor representation of

a sinusoidal wave X(t) :

X(t) = 12 X Sin (wt + • )

is X, where

(3.19)

X = Ixi e J. = Ixi (Cos. + j Sin. (3.20

Taking sample's Xk from equation 3.7 ( where Wt = K611 )

and substituting ~hese values of Xk in equation 3.18 and finally

comparing the resulting expression for X(I) with equation 3.20

we get:

X =
J72 X (1) (3.21)

using the notation wk
J -J K1I

=672e 6 (3.22)

and combining equations 3.18 and 3.21 we'get:

(3.23)

Considering two new phasors Y and Z obtained from X

complex multiplieraand a2• Recalling that CI. = exp

through
211

J 3 );

the
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11
Y =C~X = ~ Xk Wk_4k=O

Similarly,

(3.24)

z = (Y,2X =
11
~

k=O
(3.25)

Now substituting equation 3.23, 3.24, 3.25 in equation 3.13.

1 11
~

3.k=O

1
11

Xl = ~ (W' X + Wk_4 Xbk + Wk+4 Xck) (3.26)
3 k=Q k ak

1 11
X2 = ~ (Wk X + Wk+4 Xbk + Wk_4 Xck)3 k=Q ak

Equation 3.26 represents filtered symmetrical components obtained

from sampled wave form data. The set (W) contains only the irra-

tional number : (/3/2). The remaining multiplications consists

of ~ 1, 0 : lin. Equation 3~26 can be implemented on a digital

computer utilizing very few arithmatic operation.

3.3.3. RECURSIVE ALGORITHM FOR SCDFT

In order to increase the aaq,rracyofSCDFT program, a recur-

sive algorithm is developed where the phasor estimate corres-

ponding to a data set ending with XI,~-l is obtained interms of
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the phasor estimate corresponding to the data set ending

with X ..where X and X-<; are the sampled data respectively.L L _ L+l
The expression for familiar discrete fourier transform for

a half-cycle date window (N=6) is:

X =
5

1 2:
3 k=O

KlTXk exp (-J 6 (3.27)

Let us consider a pure sine wave signal shown in figure

3.1(a) sampled at (K=O, •••5). The-corresponding X as computed

withequatiort 3.27-is shown in figure 3~1(b).

The waveform of figure 3.1 (a) -is sampled contineously'.

when X6 is obtained at K=6, the data window must be moved over ,

to span the sample set { Xl' ..•.•.•. X6 }. The corresponding

phasor representation X(new) for this sample set can- also be

computed_ with equation 3.27.

X(new) =
1 5

E
3 k=O

KlTXk+l exp ( -J 6 3.28 -

Recall however that the DFT ofa set {Xk }may be multipled

by a constant without affecting_its information content.
[ 6rr JDefining X = exp (-J 6 ).X(new) as the phasor represen-

tation of the set {Xl' .••.. X6 }

X6 = exp ( -J ~ ) X(new)
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1
5 (K+l)11= 1: Xk+l exp {-J- }

3 k=O 6

x5+ 1 (-J 611 { X6 + Xo} (3.29)= exp3 6

where x5 is the phasor representation given by equation 3.27

corresponding to the data set {Xo, ..... X5}

Defining ~X6 = x6+xo we obtain the recursion relation
6for the phase X as

= ~5 ; 1 exp (-J 611 ) ~X
3 6 6

In general, the phasor estimate corresponding to a data

set ending with X_ :-1" is given in terms of the phasor estima-te
L+ '_

corresponding to the data set ending with XL by the recursion

relation

(3.3l).

Using equation 3.27 on sample sets which shift as each

new data sample becomes available, produces a phasor which

turns in the complex plane by the sampling interval angle.

This is illustrated by the dotted line representing X(new)
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in figure 3.1(b). The phase angle between x and X(new) is
21fT 1.+1 . .( ).X obtalned from the r~cursion relation is statlonary
T ,o .

in the complex place if the sampling frequency is an exact

multiple of the power frequency.

The recursion relations for the symmetrical components

are:

(3.32)

= xL
Z
.+ WL+1 ~X + W ~X + W 3 6X 1a, L+1 L+5 b,L+1 L- c,L+

3.3.4. TRANSIENT MONITOR FUNCTION

When the data window of the DFT filter spans the on

set of a transient, it contains two partial .sample sets

belonging to pre-and post transient system states. It is

important to recognize this condition, SO that no relaying

decisions can be made during this period. A convenient method

of achieving this control is through the use of a transient

monitor function. Briefly, a transient monitor function tests

for consistency of the samples being used in forming the phasor
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estimates. If the transient monitor function t is above a

threshold value, this indicates that the data being used is

not consistent in the sense of being close to a 60 HZ wave.

The use of a transient monitor function has proved to be

extremely useful in inhibiting the relay decision process

during periods when data is highly inconsistent •.Consider a

sample set {Xk} which is obtained from a signal which is

predominatly a pure sine wave at fundamental frequency. Its

phasor representation is given by equation 3.27 for a 6 sample

data window: Consider the application of the inverse OFT to

this phasor representation. The, inverse OFT produces a sample

ssf{ Xk} which differes from { Xk} to the extent that the

input signal differs from a pure fundamental frequency sine

wave. The inverse. OFT is given as:

2K1T
= Re {X exp (J 6 )}

Substituting the value of X from equation 3.27.

(3.33)

[ { ( J' 2K1TRe exp 6 (3.34)

Equation 3.34 represents the application of a transformation

to the vector

{ Xo' ••.••.•

{ Xo'
, T

X } ,
5 •

TX5} to produce the vector

= (3.35)
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where the mkl entry of Mis given by exp {J 2: -(k-r,)} ,

and k,L range from 0 through 5.

Figure 3.2 illustrates the { Xk} and {Xk} sets for

a noisy input signal. The input signal is represented by

the solid line, and its samp.le set .is shown by solid dots.

The DFT calculation from {Xk} produces the phasor represen-

tation X, which represents-the Ctotted function in fig. 3.2.

The sample set of this signal is represented by open dots in

Denoting this
,~ f.igu"re,.3 .2: •. The -difference: between {X}i and

of the non-'sinusoidal components of X(t)

difference. by a residual vector { r}

'{X}, is a..measure

[r] = [x- xl = [t'!-ll[x] (3.36)

,
The one form of [r] is a conveni~nt transient monitor funct-

ion t:

t = Ilrl j
1.

5
= l:
k=O

(3.37)

It can be shown from equation 3.36 that the residuals rk
obey a recursion relation similar to that given by equation.

When the data window lies completely in the pre-or

post-transient period, the three phase current 't - function'

have a small value. When the data-window contains partial
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data from the two system states, the t-functions assume

a high value. Thus, whenever one of the t~functions is high

it can be assumed that the phasor estimates are not reliable.

The relay program is by passed under these conditions. In

numerous tests of this algorithm, the -t-functions have proven

to be very effective control parameters.

3.4 ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTER PROGRAM

",A.ccomputer'"program ( See ,Appendix-F). has ..been ...wri tten

to calculate the symmetrical component. of the voltage. and. cur-

rent from their respective sampled data using discrete fourier

transform. The algorithm. for the computer program is given

below:

Step 1: Input data for the value of data window no of

sample) N, angular frequency W, normal frequency F, and the

C2 which are the parameter of the equation.constant C1 and
-JC Ke . 1 where C1 =

11
6

and

step 2: Set the value of the phase shift operatorA1 and

A2as (-O.5+JO.866) and (-O.5-JO.866)

Step 3: Set the value of sampling interval as l/sampling rate.

step 4: Calculate the sampled data from their wave form.
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Step 5: Repeat step 4 for all data window and store them.

Step 6: Set the initial value of K as one and initial value

of symmetrical component of voltage as zero.

step 7: Compute ..the. value of Wk; Wk+4 and Wk_4 from their

respective equation and store them in Wk1, Wk2, Wk3•

Step 8:. Repeat step 6 for all sampled data •.

step 9: Computer the value of symmetrical component of vol-

tages E
l
, EZ,~Eo- from the information obtained using the.

equation 3.26.
/

step 10: Repeat the whole procedure from 1 to 9 for current

wave form.

An example for the performance of the SCDFT program

are given in Appendix-G.
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CHAPTER - 4

4.0 DISTANCE RELAYING FOR A MODEL POWER SYSTEM

4.1 A MODEL POWER SYSTEM

Let us consider a model. power system shown in figure

4.1. The transmission line is assumed to be~onnectedbetween

two buses P & Q with the power system behind the buses P & Q

represented by-three phase thevnin sources EG (ZaG' ZlG' ZZG)

and E (Z . Z' Z ) respectively.H OW .lfiZH

.The_.impedance- and source data for model system of",

fig. 4.1 is given in table 4.1-. 'The-pre- faul t 'load.-current.is~

TABLE 4.1

Sample System Data

Equivalent Generators Transmission Lines

EG 100+JO

EH 86.67+J50 Zl'ZZ Z.5+J30
- - - .-

ZlG'ZZG 0 +J10

ZlH' ZZH 0 +JZO Z ZO +J90
0

ZaG 0 +J5

ZOH 0 +JZO



\

\ o

Zo,Z,

K

Fi g. :13 Sam pie system;single line d iagra m

..~ .-~-- -----_ ..~_._----..,......- -----
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It has been assumed that the input to the relay is obtained

with a symmetrical component filter so that the relay inputs

'.onsists of Eo,E1,E2 and 10,11,12, This quantities have been

calculated.for the sample system for a three phase fault,
single phase to ground fault 'phaseill phase fault,DoUblephpse to Ground

fault. The .calculatooresults for all the K,s and the final 'lalue-'ofK for each

case is shown iIithe tab.le.o;Esection 4.2.The faultwas plaCe9 at K=0.9.1t can b<

seen that the single performance equation calculated the K

correctly for each of the fault considered.

4.2 CASE STUDY

4.2.1 SINGLE-PHASE TO GROUND--FAULT

TABLE 4.2.1
Results for Sample System Fault: Single Phase to Ground Fault.

Distance Relay Input and Output Fault Type

E -2 .14-J1.13
0

E1 90.64+J5.23
E2 -6.8 -J3.01 Phase 'A' to
I .227-J.427 ground fault
0

11 -.522-J.936 .. -

12 .301-J.681

K - .13 - J1.16- L
K -.05 - J.Ol
0

K' 1.98 - J.27
0

K2 -.33 - J.03
K' 1.02
K1 3.91 - J1.11

K 0.9
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4.2.2 PHASE TO PHASE FAULT

TABLE 4.2.2

Results for Sample system Fault: Phase: to Phase Fault •

Distance Input-and Output
.

Relay Fault Type

E 0 + JO .-
0

El 85.26 + J3.28 Phase 'B' . to

. _.- E2 - - . 12.2 +. J4.94 Phase I C-'- fault
-

I 0 + JO
0

I . -.328 - J1.47
1 -

12 -.494 + J1. 22

KIf -.06 - J.66.

K 0
0

K' 0
0

K2 -.33 - J.03 ,

K' 1.0 -2 - -

K1 2.09 - J.57
.' / .

-

K 0.9
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4.2.3 DOUBLE PHASE TO GROUND FAULT

TABLE 4.2.3

RESULTS FOR SAMPLE SYSTEM FAULT:, DOUBLE PHASE TO GROUND FAULT

,
Distance Relay Input and Output Faul t ,Type

Eo -'1.82 + J1.027
[;2.28 -E1 + J1.91

E2 9.34 + J3.57
, I - ''::'.205+ J.3640

Ii -.192 - J1. 77
12 -.36 + J .933

Kr.. -.05 - J.52
K -.05 - J.Ol Phase 'B' and0

K' .77 - J .ll
I Phase 'C' to0

K2 -.33 - J.03 ground fault
K' 02

"

K1 1.60 - J.48

K 0.9
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4.2.4 THREE PHAS~FAULT

TABLE 4.2.4

Results for Sample System Fault: 3 Phase Fault

Distance Relay Input and Output Fault Type

E 0 + JO
0

El 73.08 - Jl. 64

E2 0 + JO
- --

I 0 + JO
0 .,

11 .164 - J2.693
- 3-Phase fault,
12 0 + JO

•.

K. -.03 - J.33
L

K' 0
0

K' 0
0

K2 0

K' 02

Kl .88 - J.29
- ,

K 0.9
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4.3 FAULTS AT VAR~ING DISTANCES

Table 4.3(a) shows the symmetrical component value of

voltages and currents for single phase ground fault for vary-

ing distance and Table 4.3(b) shows the fault results for

the data input of table 4.3(a). The result of Table 4.3(a) is

obtained from a computer program (See Appendix-H)

TABLE 4.3 (a)

Symmetrical Component of voltage and Current for Single.Phase
to ground fault. .__ .

symmetrical Component Symmetrical Component Distance
voltage .current p.u•

.

E ; -12.87 - J2.31 I ; .46 - J2.57
0 0

E1
; 74.47 + .J4.15 - 11

; -.41 - J2.56 0.1

E2 ; -22.96- J4.07 12 ; .41-J2.30
.

E ; -8.99 - J2.13 I ; .43 - Jl. 80
0 0

E1 ; 80.92 + J4.38 11
; -.44- Jl. 91 0.2

- . - ...

E2 ; -16.51 - J3.85 12 ; .39 - J1.65

E ; -6.82 - J1.93 I = 0.39 - J1.36
0 0

E1 ; 84.47 + J4.65 11 = .46 - Jl.56 0.3

E2 = -12.95 - J3.58 12 = .36 - J1.30

E = -5.42 - J1.75 I = .35- Jl. 08
0 0

E1 = 86.70 + J4.86 11 = -.49 - Jl. 33 0.4

E2 = -10.73 - J3.36 12 = .34 - Jl. 07

/

\
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I

SyrrunetricalComponent Symmetrical Component Distance
voltage current IP. U.

E = -4.44 - JL61 I = .32 - J.89
0 0

E1 = 88.19 + J5.02 I" = -.50 -JL18 0.51
E2 = -9.24 - J3.20 12 = .32 - J.92

E = -3.70 - JL48 I = .30 - J.74
0 0

E1 = 89.23 + J5.14 11 = -.51 - JL08 0.6

E2 = -8.20 - J3.09 12 = .31 - J.82
• - '0. __

Eo - -3.10 - JL36 I = .27 - J.62
0

E1 = 89.94 + J5 .,20 11 = -.52 - JL01 o ",7

E2 = -7.48 - J3.02 12 = .30 - J.75

E = -2.60 - JL25- I = .25 - J.52
0 0

E1 = 90.41 + J5.23 11 = -.52 - J.96 0.8,

E2 = -7.01 - J2.99 12 =.30 - J.70

Eo = -2.13 - JL13 I = .23 - J.43
0

E1 = 90.63 + J5.22 11 =-.52 - J.94 0.9

E2 = -6.79 - J3.00 12 = .30 - J.68

E = -1. 65 - JL01 I = .20 - J.33
0 0 -

E1 = 90.56 + J5.17 11 = -.52 - J.95 '1.10

E = -6.86 - J3.05 12 = .31 - J.692

.l;
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TABLE 4.3(b)

Fault Results For Data Input of Table 4.3(a)

,

,"; ':'D:LSt-<ince;cR~iay
i Fault dis-IOutpu,t

, ( tance P.ll.,.;

K~_ K K' K2 K' K1 K
0 0 2

.05-J.37 -.05-J.01 3.39-0.46 -.33-0.03 1.0 1.06-0.04 0.1

.04-0.51 -.05-0.01 3.31-0.45 -.33-0.03 1.0 1.58-0.15 0.2

.02-0.64 -.05-0.01 3.18-0.43 -.33-0.03 1.0 2.06-0.29 0.3
--_._. -

.00-0.77 -.05-0.01 3.07-0.42 -.33-0.03 1.0 2.53-0.43 0.4

-.04-0.89 -.05-0.01 2.94-0.40 -.33-0.03 1.0 2.94-0.61 0.5
-

-.07-0.99 -.05-0.01
"

2.75-0.38 -.33-0.03 1.0 3.28-0.77 0.6

-.09-01.07 -.05-0.01 2.53-0.34 -.33-0.03 1.0 3.57-0.92 0.7

-.13-01.13 -.05-0.01 2.29-0.31 -.33-0.03 1.0 3.78-01.07 0.8
--- _.-------

-.14-01.15 -.05-0.01 1.98-0.27 -.33-0.03 1.0 3.87-01.14 0.9

-.14-01.14 -.05-0.01 1.55-0.21 -.33-0.03 1.0 3.83-01.11 1.0
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4.4 CALCULATION OF FAULT DISTANCE FROM OTHER TERNINAL OF THE LINE

In order to calculate the fault distance from the relay

placed at bus Q of fig. 4.1, the symmetrical component data

obtained at bus Q are fed into the computer program for SCDR and

the fault results are investigated. The fault distance. should
I

be 0.1. The results for sample system faults are shown'in Table

4.4.

TABLE 4.4
Fault Results for Sample System

Distance I '. Fault TypeRelay . .

Input &
! b-c b-c-g 3 PhaseOutput a-g ,
,

E -27.45 - J10.073 0 + JO 23.51 + J9.29 o + JO
0

El 69.41 + J24.98 51. 77 + J19.64 42.27 + J15.79 11.73 + J5.69!

E2 -22.39 - J8.59 40.04 + J13.95 30.40 + J9. 91 0 + JO

I .50 - J1.37 o + JO -.46 + J1.18 0 + JO
0

11 1.25 - J .86 1. 52-. J1. 74 1. 71 - J2.22 2.22 - J3.74

12 .43 - J1.12 -.69 + J2.00 . -.496 + J1.52 o + JO

KL .04 + J. 72 .01 + J.41 .01 + J.33 .01 + J.20.,.
-
K -.21 - J.05 0 -.21 - J .05 0
0

K' 3.69 - J.50 0 1.46 - J .20 0
0 -

K2 -.66 - J.05 -.66 - J.06 -.66 - J.06 0

K' 1.0 1.0 0 02
K1 2.04 + J.13 .86 + J .09 .57 + J .05 .1 + J.02

K 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
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4.5 EFFECT OF DIFFERENTAPPROXI~illTION

4.5.1 UNEQUAL BUS VOLTAGES:_

In order to investige the effect of unequal bus voltage

on the fault result of model power system of fig. 4.1, let us

assume that the two bus voltages,are

EG = 100 + JO

EH = 95.263 + J55

Considering this bus voltage the fault results for the model

power system a,:t:"e,shown in table 4.5 (al •

TABLE 4.5 (al
Fault Results for the Model System Considering Unequal Bus Voltage

Reiay, Fault TypeI,flptit'&
Output a-g b-c b-c-g 3-phase

-

Eo -2.25 - Jl. 23 o + JO 1.93 + J1.11 o + JO

El 91.65 + J5.85 85.9,4+ J3.73 82.88 + J2.26 73.08 - J1.64

E -7.18 - J3.27 12.88 + J5.38 9.79 + J3.89 0 + JO2
I .25 -J.45 o + JO -.22 + J.39 ,- ,,- 0 + JO
0 .
11 -.59 - J.84 -.37 - J1.41 -.23 - J1.71 .164 - J2.69

12 .33 - J.n -.54 + J1.29 -.39 + J.98 o + JO

K -.33 - J1.12 '-.17 - J.63 -.14 - J .51 -.09 - J .32
L

K -.05 - J.Ol 0 -.05 - J.Ol 00 ,

1(1 1.98 - J.27 0 .79 - J.ll 0
0

K2 -.33 - J .03 -.33 - J.03 -.33 ,-J.03 0
K' 1.0 1.0 0 02
Kl 3.73 - J1.04 1.97 - J.54 1.52 - J.46 .82 - J.29 ,

LK 0.9 0.9 0.9 ! 0.9 iL
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4.5.Z. REPIACEMENTOF LINE IMPEDANCESBY REAL.QUANTITIES

In order to investige the effect of replacing the

line impedances by their real quantities the system data of model

system of fig. 4.1 are changes as shown in table 4~5(b).

TABLE 4.5(b)

System Data Replacing the Impedance by Real Quantities

Equivalent Generator Transmission Lines

ZIG' Z;2G 10 Q Zl'ZZ 30.1 Q
,

ZIH' ZZH 20Q

ZOG 5 Q Z 92.2 Q
0

ZOH 20 Q

Considering this real quantities of impedances the fault results

for the model power system are shown in table 4.5(c).
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TABLE 4.5(C)

Fault Results for the Model System Considering Impedances by
their Real Quantities.

Distance Fault Type ~
Relay
Input & b-c b-c-g 3-phaseOutput a-g

Eo - 2.28 - J.77 o + JO 1.96 + J .66 o + JO

E1 90.80 + J5.98 85.38 + J4.16 82.38 + J3.l4 73.04 + JO.O

E2 -6.98 - J2.35 12.42 + J4.17. 9.34 + J3.15 0 + JO

I .46 + J.15 0 + JO -.39 - J.l3 0 + JO
0

11 .92 -J.59 1.46 - J.42 1.76-J.314 2.69 + JO.O
~,

12 .69 + J.24 -1.24 - J.42 -.93 - J.32 o + JO
,

KL -.07 - J1.16 -.04 - J.66 -.04 - J.53 -.02 - J.33

. Ko -.05 + JO 0 -.05 - JO.O 0

K' 2.01 + JO.O 0 .77 + JO.O 0
0

K2 -.33 + JO.O -.33 + JO.O -.33 + JO.O 0

K' 1.0 1.0 0 02 ,

K 3.97 - J1.02 2.1 ..,J.58 1.62 - J.48 .88 - J.301
_."

K 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
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4.5.3 EQUAL BUS VOLTAGE REPLACING LINE IMPEDANCES BY REAL
QUANTITIES AND NEGLECTING PRE-FAULT CURRENT

The fault results for the model power system for equal

bus voltage and neglecting pre fault current are.shown in

table 4.5 (d)
TABLE. ;4-•.5 (d);.

Faul t Results: For t'he.Model Pow,er; Sy,-stem
- . ,", -'.:. ." -;'

Distance
Relay .' Fa 111 t .;-Type--
Input'&' -
Output a-g b-c b-c.-g 3-phase

Eo .• .-2.48.+JO. O. 0 0.+ JO __2.15.+ JO.O . 0+ JO

E1 92.39 + JO.O 86.52.+ JO.O . 83.22 + JO.O 73.04 + JO.O

E2 -7.61 + JO.O , 13.49 + JO.O 10.19 + JO.O 0 + JO

I .495 + JO.O 0 + JO .43 + JO.O 0 + JO
a

II
I . 1.35 + JO.O 1.68 + JO.O 2.69 + JO.O.761 + JO.O

I2 .761 + JO.O -1.35 + JO.O -1.02 + JO.O 0+ JO

Kt 0 0 0 0

K -.05 + JO.O 0 , -.05 + JO.O 0
0

K' 1.97 + JO.O 0 ;78 + JO.O -- .' . 0
0

K2 -.33 + JO.O -.33 + JO.O -.33 + JO.O 0

Ki 1.0 1.0 0 0

K1 4.04 + JO.O 2.13 + JO.O 1.65 + JO.O .90 + JO.O
--

K 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9
.
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4.6 DISCUSSION ON RESULTS

In this chapter, the performance of distance relay program

were investigated by using a model power system having two bus.

First of all, the simulated data symmetrical component voltages

and currents) were fed into the 'distance relay program and the

fault results obtained were investigated for different type of

fault occurred on the model system. The fault results include

the location of fault distance"detection of type of fault and

phases, at_which_fault.occurred. Finally, different approximation

such as unequal bus voltages, replacement of line-impedances by

the'ir real quanti ties! neglec,ting pre' faul t current were made on

the system and the effect of these approximation were investi-

gated.

Simulated data for single phase to ground fault, for phase-

'A' to 'G' fault" phase 'B' to 'G' fault and phase 'c' to 'G'

fault were fed into the computer program and fault result obta-

ined were investigated. For each case we got some fault distance
_.

and correct phase. Fault results for phase 'A' to ground fault

were presented in table 4.2.1. Similarly for phase to phase

fault, double phase to ground fault, and 3-phase fault, the

fault results obtained from the computer program were investi-

gated. For each case we got correct detection. The fault results

were presented in section 4.2.
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The. performance of the program was also checked for

different fault distance and each case we got the proper dis-

tance. The performance of the distance relay program was also

tested by feeding the data obtained from the other terminal

of the line and we got the expected distance. These are presented

in section 4.3 and 4.4.

Finally, the effect of different approximation which were

made on the system were investigated and the computer program

performed well and we got the expected results. The result of

these effects were presented in section 4.5.

--- .
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CHAPTER - 5

5.0 FAULT ANALYSIS OF A PRACTICALPOWERSYSTEM AND ITS DETECTION

5.1 INTRODUCTION TO FAULT ANALYSIS

Short circuit studies and hence the fault analysis are

very important for the power system studies since they provide

data such as voltages, and currents during and after the various

types of faults which are necessary in designing the protective

schemes of the power system.

The currents and voltages resulting from various type

of faults.occuring'at different locations through out the

power. system network must be.'calculated .in order to provide

sufficient data for designing the protective scheme i.e. data

both the protective relays. and circuit breakers. Because of

extensive calcuiation~ of voltages and currents due to differ-

ent faults at different locations of the power system, it became

necessary to use some sort of computer and to day most of the

short circuit studies and hence fault analysis are performed on

the digital computer. However the early approach to the short. .- .. - ---"

circuit studies employed the bus frame of reference in the

admittance form but this method could not become popular because

it was time consuming. Today most of the short circuit studies

and hence fault calculations of the. power system are formulated

in the bus frame of reference using bus impedance matrix 'ZBUS'

becuase this method is simpler and less time consuming.
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The development of techniques for applying a digital

computer to form the bus impedance matrix made it feasible to

use Thevenin's theorem for short circuit calculations (23).

This approach provided an efficient means of determining short

circuit currents and voltage because these values can be.ob-

tained with few arithmatic operations .involving:only related

portions of the bus impedance matrix.

5.2 FO~lATION OF BUS IMPEDANCE MATRIX ZBUS

For short-circuit calculation of~_large power system it

In our present power system, fault calculations of the network

is necessary to form bus. impedance matrix of the power system.
,.

were fODOlulated in the bus frame of reference using bus impe-

dance matrix 'ZBUS' because the computer implementation of

this method is simpler and less time consuming. Let us assume

that ZBUS matrix exists for a part of the primitive network

known as partial network and the corresponding network equa-

tion for this partial network in the bus frame of reference

is'

EBUS mxl
= mxm.

5.1

From the above equation, it is clear that out of say

n-buses of the primitive network, m buses are included in the

partial network for which ZBUS matrix exists.
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We shall take one element at a time from the remaining

portion of the primitive network which are not included in the

partial network for which the ZBUS matr.ix"is available and

add it to the partial network and in this way.graduaUY ZBUS

matrix for the entire primitive network will be developed.

However, the added element say p-q between buses p and q may

be a branch or a link.

in case the/partial network for.which ZBUS matrix is

available includes-only the bus p, then added element p-q will

..natur.al-ly.be..a'-branch.~and -in.this.way-.-a-new. bus q ..wi 11 be. added

up to the partial.network. Thus if p-q is a branch, then a new

bus q is added to the partial. network. and dimension of ZBUS

which was of the order of mxm will now be of the order (m+l)

(m+l). And hence corresponding to this new bus q , a new row

or column( sayq-.th row/column) is added up in the ZBUS matrix.

In this way, the branch p-q is simulated by calculating the

elements in this new row or column.

However ,in the. case both the bus p and q were ..already

included in the partial network but the element p-q was not

included, then the added element p-q from the primitive network

to the partial network .will naturally be a link. Thus when the

added element p-q is a link, no new buses are added to the

partial network as both the buses p and qare already included

in the partial network for which ZBUS matrix exists and hence
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dimension of the matrix ZBUS will remain unchanged. However,

the elements of the ZBUS matrix wi'll.be'modified in order ,to

simulate the addition of this link. (For detai,led see__refer-

ence 22,23).

The computer program for ,the formation of Bus:,impedance

matrix ZBUS are given ,in Appendix-I

5.3 SHORT CIRCUIT STUDIES OF A LARGE POWER ,SYSTEM NETWORK

,.Tnc'case of".'ac-large_'power-'system' containing, -more=.thane two

bus, it is difficult to obtain theshorf circuit currents and

vol tages by applying network reduction technique ••,In order to

obtain short circuit currents and voltages in symmetrical

component for'!"in a'.large system, it is necessary to perform

short circuit-study on the system. By performing short circuit

study, we can, obtain different bus voltages, and branch currents.

This short circuit data is essential for our present analysis

of the system.

In short circuit study of a large power system, certain

assumptions are made. These are:

i) Representing each machine by a constant voltage source

behind proper reactances which may b~ X", X' or X.
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ii) Neglecting-all the-sh~rtt.conn:ections -such_as static

loads, line- charging' and transformer- magnetizing circuits.

With this assumption, the power system network become open

circuited and thus the normal. load currents _( Le. ,pre

fault currents) are al.ltomatically neglected and therefore, all

the prefault bus voltages will_have-the. same magnitude. and

phase angle. Thus to work on perunit system, the.prefault bus

voltages are set equal to liD.

iii) Setting all the transormers to nominal taps (i.e.

transformerc tapp-ings~are neglected) .-_Since' we work in-'-per

unit system, with this representation, transformers will auto-

matically be out of circuit:

iv) Normally neglecting widing resistance and line resis-

tances etc. with this assumption the system will contain only

reactances and hence the power system is represented by its

most simplified reactance diagram.

v) Equating the_positive.sequence impedance equal to

negative sequence impedance also for 3-phase rotating ele-

ments.even though these sequence impedances are equal only

in the case at 3-phase stationary elements.

The computer program developed for short circuit study

is given in Appendix-I. (For detailed about short circuit

study see reference 22,23).
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5.4 A MULTI BUS POWER SYSTEM

The computer program developed. for performing short

circuit studies has been applied to a large power system in

order to obtain the faulted bus voltages and fault current

in different branch of the power system. The method developed

in section 2 was then applied on the power system for detec-

tion of fault. and location of fault.

The grid mainly consists of five-buses among which bus no

one is taken~s reference bus. The.single. line diagram of the

network is shown in Fig. 5.1. Th~ system data (i.e. element no,

buscode~ self impedances) ..are given in table 5.1. The impedan-

ces are in P.U. and the bus voltages are 1 ~ P.U.

TABLE 5.1
System Data

Element Bus-code Self impedances Z
0,1,2

pq

1 1-2 0.05 0.20 0.20- -

2 2-3 0.05 0.15 0.15

3 3-4 0.06 0.25 0.25

4 4-5 1.02 0.50 0.50

5 3-5 . 1.50- 0.80 0.80

6 1-5 2.50 1.50 1.50
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Fig_ 5.1. Single line diagram of three phase system for fault:occured on the bus
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FAULTE D
FICTICIOUS
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@

Fig. 5.2_ Revised single line digram of three phase system for fault occured on
the I ine between two buses.
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5.5 CASE STUDY

5.5.1 FAULT OCCURED ON THE BUS

As sume- that faul t occured on bus no. 5 ( shown in fig.

5.1) i For this fau~t condition, the different bus voltages and

fault current in different branches of the system are calcula-

ted. This fault result- are than applied on the distance relay

program in order to calculate fault distance and detection of

fault.

- The bus_ voJ tages- and_ fault- currents -for different type of

faults are shown in table 5.2 and 5.3.

TABLE 5.2_: Different Bus Vol tages

Bus No. Bus Voltage E 0,1,2 Fault Type(F)

1 a a a -
2 a 1.262 a 3-phase
3 a 0.909 a fault
4 a 0.606 a

-

5 a a a - --

I a a a Single phase-
2 -.043 1.582 -.149 to ground fault
3 -.086 1.470 -.262
q- -.117 1.374 -.358
5 -.629 1.181 -.552

---- --- -

I a a a
2 a 1.497 .235 Phase-to-phase
3 a 1.321 .411 fault
4 a 1.169 .563

I

5 a .866 .866 I
!,
i

•.• ......--..j
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TABLE 5.3
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Fault Currents For Different Bianches

Bus Code Fault. Current I 0.,1,2 Fault Type
p-q (F)

1-2 0 - 6.310 0
2-3 0 2.349 0
3.,.4 0 L213 0 3-phase
4-5 0 L213 , 0 fault
3-5 0 L137 0
1-5 0 0 0

'.

-1-2 .864 -7,912 .748
2-3 .864 .748 .748 Single phase
3-4 .503 .386 .386 to-ground
4-5 ,503 .386 .386 fault
3-5 .362 .362 .362
1-5 .252 -.787 .367

"
,

1-2 0 -7.485 -L174 ,
2-3 I .0 L175 -L174 Phase-to-
3-4 0 .606 -.606 phase fault
4-5 0 .606 -.606
3-5 0 .589 -.568
1-5 0 -.577 -.577

In order to detect the fault type and location of fault,

the short-circuit results are fed into the distance relay

program and the corresponding fault results are shown in

table 5.4.



Table 5.4, Fault Results for Fault L)eeured on Bus.

Relay Output
.-

_Relay Input
-

t'aul"c .'~y;.::::e

Relay -
1<1. K K' K K2 -- . -K I(

E E E I II 12 - 1
IDeation 0 1 2 0 1

0 0 2
-

Relay placed a .606 a a 1.213 a a a a a a 1.01 1.0 .3-P-fau~t
at bus No (4) -.117 1.374 -.358 .503 .386 .386 a .,..24 2.62 -1. 85 1.0 7~03 1.0 L~fault
and element a 1.169 .563 a .606 -.606 a a a -1.84 1.0 3.84 1.0 i,-L-fault

NO. 4 -

Relay placed a .909 a a 1.137 a _ a a a a a 1.0 1.0 3-P-fault
at bus No (3) -.086 1.470 -.262 .362 .362 .362 a -.17 1.88 -.90 1.0 5.10 1.0 L-G-faul-c

•
and element a 1.321 .411 a .589 -.568 a a a -.90 1.0 2.89 1.0 L-L-:eault

1~05
Relay placed a a a a -1.213 a a a a a O' a a 3-P-fault
at bus No. (5) -.629 1.181 -.552 -.503 -.386 -.386 a 1.58 2.04 2.82 1.0 -6.05 -a L-G-:eault
and element a .866 .866 0- -;WO .bUb U U U ~.tJ:> 1.U -~.tJ:> U _"-L-Iault
No-4
Relay placed a a a a -1.137 a a a a a 0 a - a 3-P-rault
at bus No (5) -.629 1.181 -.552 -.362 -.362 -.362 a 1.17 1.88 1.91 1.0 4.1 a L-G-tault
and element a .866 .866 a -.589 :568 a a a 1.91 1.0 -1. 91 a L-L-!ault

.

No -5
Relay placed a .606 a a -1.213 a a a a a a -2.02 -2.0 3-P-tault
at bus No (4) -.117 1.374 -.358 -.503 -.386 -.386 a 4.0 a 3.69 1.0 -14.05 4.0 L-C fault
ana element a 1.169 .563 a -.606 .606 a a 0 3.67 1.0 -7.67 2.0 L-L-:eault

;

.No-3
Relay placed a .909 a a 1.213 a a a a a a 3.01 3.0 3-P-fault
at bus No (3) -.086 1.470 -.262 .503 .386 .386 a -3.0 .31 -2.67 1.0 15.08 5.0 L-G-fault
and elerrent a , 1.321 .411 a .606 .,..606 a a a -2.69 1.0 8.66 3.0 L-L fault
rw - :3

-

00
.\0



Table 5.4 contd.

Relay Relay Input Relay Output

LO'ca tion' ',. I E'ault type
E E E2 I I1 I2 K,. K K' K2 K' K1 K
0 1 0 0 0

, 2I I

Relay. placed 0 .909 0 0 -2.349 0 0 0 0 0 0 -2.58 2.6 3-F-:eault
at bus No (3) -.08~, 1.470 -.262 -.864 -.748 -.748 -.0 2.09 .38 2.31 1.0 -13.07 4.2 L-G-:eault

..

and'elerrent I 0 1.321 .411 0 -1.175 1.174 0 0 0 2.34 1.0 ;-7.52 2.6 L-L-fault
- -. ,

No - 2
Relay placed 0 1.262 0 0 2.349 0 I .0 0 0 0 0 3.57 3.6 3-jJ-rault
at bus No (2) -.043 1.582 -.149 .864 .748 .748 0 -.93 .38 '-1.33 1.0 14.04 5.2 L-G.,.fault
and element 0 1.497 .235 0 1.175 '-1.174 0 o ' 0 -1.37 1.0 8.55 3.6 L-L-rault
1,0 .-.2

'"c
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5.5.2 FAULT OCCUREDON THE LINE BETWEEN. THE BUSES

Assume that. fault occured on the line. between the buses

4 and 5 (shown in fig. 5.1). The redrawn fig. for this fault

is shown in fig. 5.2 and system data are given in table 5.5.

Let us assume that fault occured onfiqticious bus 5 on the

line between the. bus 4 and 6 (See fig. 5.2).

TABLE 5.5: system Data

Element .,~Bus,~Code .Self..impedance Z 0,1,2
-- -

.._~ pq
.Number. .p-q

,
i,

1 1-2 0.05 0.20 0.20

2 2-3 0.05 0.15 0.15

3 3-4 0.06 0.25 0.25

4 4-5 0.61 0.30 0.30

5 5-6 0.41 0.20 0.20

6 3-6 1.50 0.80 0.80
. c

7 1-6 2.50 1.50 1.50
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The.-bus vol tagesahd fault. current ..for fault _occurs on

the line for different fault condition are shown in table 5.6

and 5.7.

TABLE 5.6: Different Bus.Voltages

Bus No Bus-Voltage. E 0,1,2 . Fault Type(F)

1 0 0- ~O
2 0 1.259 '0 3-phase fault

3 0 ._,_.•905 0

4 0 .- .494 _0

5 0 " 0 :0

6 0 .331 0

- 1 0 0 _0

2 -.047 1.574 -.158 Single line

3 -.094 1.456 -.276 to-ground -

4 -.137 - 1.318 -.414 fault

5. -:575 1.153 -.579
. " .-- .. -

6 -.418. 1.26.4 -.468

1 0 0 0

2 0 1.496 .236 Line'-to-line_.- . , . --
3 0 1.319 .414 fault
4 0 1.113 .619

-
5 0 .866 .866

6 0 1.031 .701
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TABLE 5.7: Fault Current for Different Branches

- .- I 0,1,2Bus-Code Faqlt Current Fault-Type
'P-q:-

(F)

1-2 0 -6.297 0

2-3 0 2.363 .0 3-Phase fault
-'

3-4 0 1.645 0

4-5 0 1.645 0

5-6 0 -1. 652 0

3-6 0 .718 0

1-6 0 -.220 0

1-2 '••935 -7.871 . .789

2-3 .935 , .789 .789 Single-line-to
, I .

3-4 .718 , .549 .549 -ground faultI

,;
4-5 .718 , .549 .549

5-6 -.382 -.552 -.552

3-6 .216 .239 .239 ,

1-6 .167 -.843 .312

1-2 0 -7.479 -1.182,

2-3 0 1.182 .-1.182 Line-to-
line fault

3-4 0 .823 -.823

4-5 0 .823 -.823

5-6 0 -.826 .826

3-6 0 .359 -.359

1-6 0 -.688 -.467

In order to detect the fault type and location of fault,
the short-circuit results are fed into the distance relay pro-

gram and the corresponding fault results are shown in Table 5.8.



Table 5.8: Fault Results tor Fault Occured on the Line Between the Duses.

Relay Input Relay Output Fault type
Relay
Location E El E2 I Il I2 Kl(; Ko K' K2 K' Kl K

0 0 0 2

Relay placed 0 .494 0 0 1.645 a 0 a 0 a a .59 .6 3-P-fault

at bus No (4) -.137 1.318 -.414 .718 .549 .549 0 -.19 2.67 -1.49 1.0 4.8 .6 L-G-fault

and elerrent 0 1.113 .619 0 .823 -.823 a 0 0 -1. 51 1.0 2.71 .6 L-L-fault

No-4 , .

Relay placed 0 .331 a a 1.652 a 0 a 0 a 0 -.40 .4 3-P-fault

at bus No (6) -.418 1.264 -.468 .383 .552 .552 0 . -1.08 1.41 -1.71 1.0 4.58 .4 L-G-fault
, 2.48and elerrent a 1.031 .701 0 .826 ~. 826 a 0 a -1.69 1.0 .4 L-L-fault

NO - 5 ,

Relay placed 0 .'494 a 0 -1.645 a 0 0, 0 a 0 -d1.fl~ J\J 3-P-£ault- ,

I
at bus No (4) -.137 1.318 -.414 -.718 -.549 -.549 Q 3.24 .31 2.98 1.0 -9.6 2.4 L-G-fault
and element 0 1.113 .619 a -.823 .823 a 0 0 3.02 1.0 -5.42 1.2 L-L-£ault

No-3
Relay placed a 1.259 0 0 2.363 a a a 0 0 0 3.56 3.6 3-P-fault
at bus NO (2)' -.047 1.574 -.158 .935 .789 .789 0 -1. 06 .40 -1.35 1.0 13.25 4.8 L-G fault
and element 0 1.495 .236 0 1.182 -1.182 0 a 0 -1.36 1.0 8.47 3.6 L-L-£ault

No-2 -
Relay placed 0 .905 0 a -2.363 0 0 a 0 0 a -2.54 2.6 3-P-fault
at bus No (3) -.094 1.456 -.276 -.935 -.789 -.789 a 1.91 .40 2.36 1.0 .,.12.32.3.8 L-G-fault
and element 0 1.319 .414 a -1.182 1.182 a ,0 a 2.32 1.0 -7.46 2.6 L-L-£ault
No-2 i -

Relay placed a .905 0 a .718 a a 0 a 0 0 1.56 1.6 3-P-fault
at bus No (3) -.094 1.456 -.276 .216 .239 .239 0 -.27 1.72 -1.46 1.0 7.60 1.5 L-G-fault

I and elerrent a 1.319 .414 0 .359 -.359 0 a 0 -1.42 1.0 4.58 1.6 L-L-fault
, h

!--l~~ray placed 0 .~05 0 0 .1. 645 0 a a 0 a a . 2.18 ? ? ~_'C'_r"" 1t-
I "c nus No (j) -'. :094 1. 456 -.276 .718 .549 ___",549 d -2.08 •;3j.l -2. 04 1.0 10.62 :3.4 ' i,-G-fault, dl1d e le"ent a 1. 319 •414 0 .823 -.823 a 6 0 - 2.00 1.0 6.44 2.2 L-L-£ault
; NO - 3
1----

'f!
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5.6 DISCUSSION ON RESULTS

The computer program developed for distance relay was

applied in a large power system having more than two bus and

different fault results were investigated. The ~esuits were

presented in section 5.5. The different approximation, the

effect of which were discussed for two bus system in chapter

4 were also applied. for this large power system.

The power system which was chosen for present analysis

consists<rf-S-btls--of-~wh-icch,bus 1 is the. reference bus. First

of all, considered that fault occured on bus no. 5 (see fig.
" '

5.1) and for this faul t condi'tion short circui t study were ,performeec
on the system in.'order,tocompute'differentbus voltages and ,faultcurrents.'~'ile

short circuit resultswere presentedin'.Table5.2& 5..).The data obtained

from short circuit study.were fed into the distance relay pro-

gram and the performance of the program were investigated and

the fault results obtained were presented in Table 5.4.

From the results of Table 5.4, i'f'was'observed that

for relay location on buses 4, element 4 and bus no. 3,

element 5, the distance of the fault which occured on bus nO.5

were 1 (one) P.U. for all type of faults. (30 fault, L-G fault,

L-L fault etc.),Bus no. 4 and 3 were connected to the faulted

bus 5 with element 4 and 5. Again for all the relays located

on bus no. 5 , fault distance was 0 (Zero) for fault occuring
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on bus 5. Finally for relay located on .bus no. 2 , 3 , 4

and' element 2, 3 which were not connected to the faulted

bus 5, the fault distance were greater than one. So we

conclud~ that for relay.location on faulted bus, the fault

distance is zero, relay located to the adjacent buses and

lines which are connected to the faulted bus is one. And relay

located to the buses and' the lines, not connected to the

faulted bus is greater than one.

Secondly, considered that. fault occured on the line

between the buses -4 and.6 'see fig.'5.2) and for this

faul t coridition short circuit study' were p'erformed in order to

obtain different bus voltages and fault currents. The short

circuit results were presented in table 5.6 and 5.7. The data

obtained from short circuit study were fed in to the distance

relay program and the fault results obtained were presented

in table 5.8. From the, results of table 5.8, it was observed

that'for relay located on bus no. 4 and element no 4 the

fault distance was 0.6 (P.U.) and for,rel~ylocated on bus no 6

and element 5, the fault distance was 0.4 (P.U.) for a fault

occured on the line between the buses 4 and 6 i.e. on fic-

ticious bus 5) for different types of fault. Relay located

other than the faulted line were greater than one. So for

fault occured on the line between two bus the distance of

fiml t from one,bus is fractional distance 0.4 and from the

other bus, the fault distance is ( 1-0.4) or 0.6.
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From the resul~ discussed above we conclude ~hat:

i) 0 < K < 1,..i.e. when K has a value between 0 and 1,

the fault occurs on the line between two buses.

ii) K = 0 orl, fault occurs on the bus
a) K = 0 i.e. K has ~ value equal to zero, the fault

occurs on the bus where the relay is located.

b) K = 1, i.e. when K has a value equal to one, fault

occurs on the bus adjacent.to the bus where the relay placed

but connected with the relaying bus.

iii) K >1, i.e., when K has a value greater than 1, no

fault occurs on the lines or bus connected to the relaying

bus .
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CHAPTER - 6

6.0 CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

6.1. CONCLUSIONS

A detailed investigation into the detection and locali-

zation of .the various kinds of faults 'using symmetrical compo-

nent distance relay, has been presented in the present work.

The method used is.well- ammenable to digital computer imple-

mentation. Symmetrical .component discrete fourier transform

technique was chosen as the basic tool because of a number of

advantages compared to conventional technique of using phase ana
(

ground relays •..Among these is the availability of negative and

-c, zero.::se'quence:'curr,ents,which' are 'useful in .their' own'right in

relaying applications with particulariy difficult coordination

problems. Another:advantage of this formulation is that for' a

fault directly in front of a circuit breaker, symmetrical COl!l-

/ponent voltages are non-zero ( except of curse, for a closing

three phase fault), and consequently the distance computation

in this instance is highly directional at all values including

zero. In case of a three. phase fault adjacent to the • 1Drea~(er ,

memory voltages must be used with symmetrical component techni-
-que as they are with conventional relay.

The symmetrical component relay is even more attractive

when digital computer based relaying system are considered. The -

problem of sequentially processing' fault equations for different

phase and ground faults ( with attendant computational burden)..
is eliminated since the symmetrical component relay uses a
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single performance equation for all fault types. Symmetrical

components of voltages and currents are generated recursively

from sample data. This recursive computation implies ongoing

processing of data at all times.

The main feature of the symmetrical component distance

relay is use of a single~equation to~determine the-distance to

a fault from a transmission line terminal regardless of the
,type of fault. The performance equation uses the symmetrical

components of~line-parameters, and a-single equation is valid

for. al-L types oL faul ts.-"The _-single.performance.-equation_ eli-

minates the need for multip~e impedance units or relaying

systems with switched signals. The phases involved in a fault

are identified as a by product of the distance equation evalua-

tionrom the performance equation of the symmetrical component

distance relay, it is shown that its accuracy is identical to

that of a conventional phase and ground distance relay. The

symmetrical component relay is specially suitable for digital

computer application.

On the basis of through investigations the method deve-

loped for symmetrical component distance relay program has been

applied for the calculation of location and type of fault on a
I •

large power system. It has revealed from the results that the

distance of fault from the relay location represents the per

unit distance ( expressed in terms of total line length) to any

balanced or unbalanced fault on the transmission line. For a

fault on bus, the distance of the fault from the relay location
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is one, P.U.,for fault on lin~, the distance 'of the fault frma

the relay location is less than one P.U. and for a fault beyond

the protective zone of the relay the distance is greater than

one P.U.

Finally we conclude that, the main function provided by

the SCDR program are:

i) Phase and ground distance protection.

ii) High speed relaying speed of 1/2-1 cycle.

~,iLi').'..Faul t,e.classification.

iv) Fault localization.

v) Phase detection.

vi) Single pole trip output.

6.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Further research work in the field of power system '

protection, using symmetrical component distance relay could

concentrate on the following:

1) study on the development of micro-computer based

S.c. distance relay using a plessey MIPROC -16 micro processor.

This processor has 16 bit data and instruction words and its

circuitry uses tri-state scholtky TTL device. Versions of the

processor with 350, 300 and 250,n sec cycle time are availa-

ble. It uses separate program and data memories and most ins-

tructions execute in one or two clock cycle.
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2) Study on the development of ultra high speed micro-

computer based distance relay using SCDFT and transient moni-

tor functions.

3) Further study on the method of present analysis

using different. relay operating speed and mean and standard

diviation of distance estimation will be compare.

4) Study of-the application of the. method in the BPDP

power system.

5) Investigation of the method considering the .effect
of fault path resistance On the location of fault.
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(APPENDIX

APPENDIX - A
SY~illETRICAL-COMPONENT TRANSFO~illTION

A set of three balanced voltages (phasors) V , Vb' Va c

is characterized by equal magnitudes and interphase differen-
oces of 120 . The set is said to have a phase sequence abc

(positive sequence) ,.ifVb lags Va by 1200 and Vc lags Vb by
120. The three phasors can then be expressed in terms of the

reference phasor Va as

V = V V = a2V V = aVa a' b at - c a
A.l

where the co~pleSc_numb~r
I

operator is defind as

J1200 /
a = e

i

If the phase sequence is acb ( negative sequence)

= V , Va I)
;:::c;.Va I = a2V a

A.2

Thus a set of balanced phasors is fully characterized by its

reference phasor ( say V ) and its phase sequence ( Positivea

or negative) "

Suffex 1 is commonly used ,to indicate positive sequence.

A set of ( balanced) positive sequence phasors is written as:

A.3
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Simiiarly, suffix 2 is used to indicate negative sequence.

A set of ( balanced) negative sequence phasors is written

as:

2, .
C! v

a2
A.4

A set of three voltages (phasors) equal i~ magnitude

and having the same phase is said to have zero sequence.

Thus a set of zero sequence phasors is written as:

V" V "=,. V' , V = V'. ao~" bo,~ ao._, CO ao A.5

Consider nOw a set of three voltages (phasors) V , Vb' Va c

which in general may be unbalanced. According to Fortesques

theoreom • the three phasors can be expressed as the sum of

positive, negative and zero sequence phasors defined above.

Thus

V = V + V + Va al a2 ao

Vb = Vbl + Vb2 + VbO A.6

V Vcl + Vc2 + Vc co

The three phasor sequences ( pos'itive, negative, and, zero)

are called the symmetrical component: The addition of symme-

trical components as per equation A.6 to generate va,Vb, Vc is

indicated by the phasor diagram of fig. A.l.



.'

Vbo =Vao

VCI =0( va I

Vao

Fig. A.!. Graphical addition of the symmetrical components 10 obla'in Ihe
set of phasor Va, Vb, Vc .
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Let us express equation A.6 in terms of reference

phasors Val' Va2 and Vao Thus

Va = V + V + Val a2 ao

Vb - 0.2V + o.Va2 + Val ao

V = o.V + 0.2V + Vc al a2 ao

A.7

,-,These; equa..tions,--can -be expressed in_ the-matr-ix--formc.as:

"

Va 1 1 1 Val

Vb :::: 0.2 1 V A.8a2
. ,

V 0. 0.2 1 Vc ao

Invector form:

Vp = AV s

Vs = A:-1V
p

Computing A-l and utilizing relation A.a

A.9
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A.10

Equation A.10 give the necessary relationships for obtaining

symmetrical components of the original phasors.
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APPENDIX - B

DERIVATION OF THE PERFORMANCE EQUATION OF SY~1ETRICAL COMPONENT
DISTANCE "RELAY"

Fig. 2.1 shows the single line diagram of a sample

system having two bus P and Q. Let us assume that fault occured

at points B at a fractional distance K from the bus P. Under

the occurance of a fault at point B through the fault resistance

Rf, the resulting voltages and currents in the network are

shown in fig. 2.2 and the relevant performance equations are

as:

E = E KI Z - R Iow 0 ; 0;' 0 of of,

Elw = El K 11 Zl - Rif Ilf B.l

E2w = E2 - K 12 Z2 - R2f I2f

Where, Rof' Rlf, R2f are symmetrical component fault resis-

tances and Iof' Ilf, I2f are the symmetrical component fault

current.

For Transmission line z Z1 = 2

The line currents change because of the fault by the amounts:

ilIo I I = I0 o 0

ilIl = 11 11
B.2

ilI2 = IrI2O'I2
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Using ~I'S in equation B.l:

E = E - K~ 1
0

Z - Rof Iofow 0 0

Elw = El - K ~ 11 Zl - KIl Zl - Rlf Ilf B.3

.EZ = EZ - K~IZZZ - RZf IZfo. w

It is convenient to define the. following voltage drops:

.~Eo = ~I Z.. 0 0

~E = ~I1Zl
B.4

1

~EZ = ~IZZZ

Using these drops, equation B.3 reduces to:

Eow = E K~E R I
0 0 of of

E1w = E1 - K~El - KI1Z1 Elf Ilf B.5

EZw = EZ - K~EZ - RZf IZf

Let us define the ratios:

Eo= -xEo
B.6
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Equation. B.5 can now be expressed in terms of these ratios:

Eow = /'lE o - K) - R Iof of

= /'lE (K -K) - R f I fo 0 0 0
B.7(a)

K - K

= /'lE
l
i {KI-K (1 + KL)}
/,

B.7(b)

B.7(c)

We will now develop expressions for the fractional distance

to the fault K in terms of the above ratios for all types

of faults.

i) Three Phase Fault:

Fig. 2.3 shows the symmetrical component representation

for 3 phase fault, The fault imposes the boundary condition
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Substituting chis condition in equation B.7(b) leads to:

or K - K ( 1 + K ) -1 L = 0

or K ( 1 + K
L

= K -
1

K =
_ RlfIlf

KL-- c l'lElCH-KL)

where E =r
RlfIlf
l'lEl (l+KL)

B.a

B.9

ii) Phase to Ground Fault

Fig. 2.4 represents the symmetrical component repre-

sentation for the single phase to ground faui"ts-:--B-oundary

conditions for this fault are:

i) For phase 'a' to ground fault:

B.lO
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ii) For phase 'b' to ground fault:

iii) For phase 'c' to ground fault:

.aElw + a2E + E - 02w ow

allEl.' a2E. 2

B.ll

8.12

Using these boundary conditions in equation B.7 leads to the

following expressions for K:

For a-g fault:

= 0

or

or

lIEO(KO-K~ ~Roflof +lIEl{ K-K(l+KL) }-RlfIlf +lIE2(K2-K)-R2fI2IO,

or
lIEOKo+lIEl(Kl+K2)

K = lIEo+ lIEl(2+~)
(RofIOf+ RlfIlf + R2fI2f

lIEo+ lIEl( 2 + ~)
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liE
Kl+KZ + K ---.£ (RofIOf+ RlfIlf + RZfIZf)-o tIEl B.l3

= liE liE
Z + ~ + 0 (Z + ~ + ---.£ ) tlEltIEl tIEl

Let us define K'o
tlEo= LlEl

= B.14

Where 8
0

and 81 are the phase angle of Zo and Zl' Using K~ in

equation B.13, the expression for K becomes:

-,
,
I

i

~ ----K +K .:i-KK'1 Z -0 0

Z + K + K!L 0
K =

=
K K'o 0

K'o
+ E: r

B.1S

where E:r =
RofIOf + RlfIlf + RZfIZf

tlE11 z + KL + K~)
B.16

Similarly for c-g fault:

(RlfIlf + aRZfIZf + aZRoflof)
tlE1 ( Z + K + K' )L - 0

B.17

and £or b-g fault:

B.18
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iii) Phase to phase fault

Fig 2.5 shows the symmetrical component representation

for phase to phase faults. Boundary conditions are:

iii) For 'a' - 'c' fault:

a2E lw
B.21

2'E - liEa :,ll :1- ~ a 2

Substituting these boundary conditions in equation B.7, the

expression forK becomes:
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or

where E: = -r

RHlH - R2fI2f
.£lE

l
(2+KL)

B.22

B.23

Similarly for a-b fault:

E:
r =

B.24

and for a-c fault:

E: =
r

B.25

iv) Double phase to ground fault:

Fig 2.6 represent the symmetrical component representa-

tion for double phase to ground fault. The boundary conditions

are:

i) b-c-g fault:

E = E = Elw 2w ow

ii) a-b-g fault:

aE1,., = a 2 E = E~ . 2w ow

B.26
•

B.27
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iii) a-c-g fault:

Eow
B.28

Using th7se boundary conditions and equation B;7, the expression

for K becomes:

AE (K -K) - R f1 f'o 0 0 0

or K =

!lE
K -K 0
1 0 !lEI

!lE
1+ K -~L AE1

+
B.29

Using the value of K' of eqn. B.14 in eqn. B.29 we have the
o

expression for K as:

K'o B.30

K =
K1+K K'o 0----- +1 + K +K'L 0

Rof10f - Rlf1 1~
!lEI (l+KL+K~)



=
K +K K'100
1+K'+Ka L

+ E r
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3.31

where B.32

Similarly for a-b-g fault:

E: r
B.33

and for a-c-g fault:

E:
r

3.34

Using equation B.8, B.15, B.22 and B.31 the general expression

for the expression for K are as:

K =
K + K K' + K K'122 a a
1+K' + K .+ Ka 2 L

+ E: r
3.35
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APPENDIX - C

c •.....•.•...•.•.•...•..........•.••.....................•...................•.......•.•.•.•.. ~.....• It .•.•.•.•.•.•.•••••••••.•.•.•.•.•.•.••

C fHIS PRJGqA'~ ~:; DO.'!':: :.\Y "~Q S':'.JJt.O .'-~OSSt. I'J
C PRO~~A~~ FO~ ~cn~
l. .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .•.•.• '" .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• •. .• .• .• •. .• .• •. .• .• .• •. .• .• .• •. .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .• .•.• .• .• .• .• .• .•

l 81

c
C 22 Z

~
L 77

c
C gJ

I
L

IJZJ
1 l 1

211
2lZ

c

C-----------------------------------------------------------------------
C ll,Z2,ZJ ARC: P=SI;i\jEf"~fGATIVE,l.r::.cJ S::jIJ,=\JCE I~'lP=!JA\ICE
C ~1,E2rE3 AR~ PJSITIVE,~~~GT!VEtZERC S~0UE~C,= SUS VGLT~C~
C CNl ,Cj\!Z, (1,13 ;\!=:.':: P~S ITIVF:.,I\~cG_6,r IV;::, l[~,O ')::QUELCE CUF~f.':.:;'~T
C ~N:l=PRE F:-UL T L JR?ciiT
( Cl=Kl,CZ=K2,C3=Kj,CL=~L,C3P=~O'!C=K~--------------------------------------~-----------------~--------------
l... •••••••••••••••..••••••.••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

: O~<;P LEX II t l2 , c i ,E 2 , E3 ,C N 1 , [ N 2 , C ,'J 3, C '.J 5 ,C 1 ,C 2 , : 3 , C L , C 3 P, c: , P. ,J I , A P H 11.AP~12,l3,D~1,U~2,OE3 .
~~AfJ(l,l) cPS1,EPSZ,EPS3,EPS4
.(:=.1J( 1~2) l1,lZ,lJ,C,'J8
JC 57 LL=l,lO
:;,[ ..::dH i,]) El ,c2,E3,C'\jltCN2,~t',3
_11 =c .H-C.~~G
~.J~:..=ll::~f)I
J c 2 -::l2~:C;'!2
:)::3 = LY'UJ3

C ri~ITE(3,78) QE1,OE2,DE3
C i8 FORMAT(6l3X,FE.ZJIL-----------------------------------------------------~-----------------

APHI=CMPLXI-.S,.B66)
APH2=Ct'iPLX (-. S, -::;:E5b)
VV=C",BS I DI';'APHI.Ci'12';'A,P'iZ+C,iJ)
WRITEI3.31l VV
FOR. ,'.,A T ( :; X , ' V V:::.' ,F 1 D .••4-)
IF(CABS{EZ) .E\J.O.G.~ND:CASS(DE2} .EQ.D.O) GO TO 211
R=DE 1/OE2 I
\'IRITEI3,2Z21 F, l

FORMAT( 5X,' ~:::.I, Z~9/.2)
AN=ATMJIAIH4(;(RI/R::"'LICCII<'5,.3

C ..I R I Tel 3',7 <;) A'. '
I. 79 FORJ!~.T(:lOX,'A0~:::.',FliJ,.4)

I F ( A I "'~.:'\G ( P.) • G T • 0 .0 •A :'.1[) • .0. = ~ L { q J • LT •...; .'~) ~. "'I ::; 1~~•~ -+-'!':.
[ F { A I V, A G ( R) • L::: • 0 • J • A ~..; r; .0, ::: U,L ( F, ) • L :: • -~ • n 1 ,li.:'-! -= I '-:;',: • ~=+- ~. \j
IJP,ITE(3,E.J) A~;.
F J F, '1 '" TIS X , FlO. 'l, I
r 1 = A T A i-I ( A 11-1 A G ( Z::' ) /,:= b. L ( l.:3) I
T 2::: A T M j ( A I v, ~ :; ( l 1 ) 1 ~ ~ /-\L ( Z ~ ) l
:;r.tl=Cr~SS(0:::3/JE1)
RC3P=GM=COS1TI-T21
=C3P=G'1=SI11ITI-T2)
CZ=EZ/O':2
GO TO 212
C2:::.0.0
Cl=EI/DEl
CL=lFCrWIO':l
I F ( CAB S ( E 3 ) • ~:) • J • J. 1\ ~ t:, .• C ~.~:: ( 0':: 3 ) • ~ ':J • == . I) } ~err: 1 1 '1
C3=EJ/uE3
GJ lullS

113:3=J.G
C3P=O.O
:0 TO 213

115 C3P=CMPLXIRC3P.CC3P)
2 1 3 ) IFF = ;l 13S ( C\ i-~S ( 'j ~ 1. ) - C t. ~~S ~ ):': 2 } )

,JRITEI 3. 77) 01 FF
FGR~IAT(5X,'DIFF :::.',FIO.~)
IF(A.eS{Ct..QSIQ~l )-CA~S(DE2) I.ST.E~}Sll ~!J TJ ~O
CZP=l.OGO TJ 20
CZP= O. 0
: = ( C 1 • C Z ,;,C 2 p • C 3 :0(: '3,' ) I I ,.".; ','. r ) " • :;L I
,IRITEI3,l11l
;:ORr1AT(5Xf'Tf-C: V;\L'J-::5 .-.Ii' r,j~~'~~.'.'.",:T K ..iRE --( I'-jDICATE K'.II)
,IRITE(3,S) Cl,C2,Cl,CL,r ,,,,r
FOR"1AT(4F1C:. ~J
FORMATI3IF~.2,1~1 I
:=ORI1AI I 6 (co .Z. l' ) I- - .~-.' .-~.... _. _. - - - - .
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t- Ui,z :'1.:d l.'j ( f 6 ,'L ~1 X) } -"
FORr'IAI16IF6.Zd~)) "/
FOR,'1AT I <,,( 5X,F5. Z)) ,,---,_. '--"'_.'
F 0 R~1AT ( 5 X, , C 1~' . F S .• 2, • +J • , ;= .5 .2 ,.5 X ,. 1 C 2::;;, • F 8 • 2 ! • t-J •• F 8 .2 ,.5 X, t C3::; f ,F 3

1 • 2 ,. • 't- J • ,.F 8 .• 2 / 5 X , , C L ~, ,. F 8 • Z, • + J ' , F 8 • 2 ; 5 X ,. • C 3 P ::;' t F 8 • 2, '+- J' .,F 3 • 2 , 5 X , '
lC=',F8.Z,'+J',F".2//ll----------------------------------------------------------------------

IF{C2P.cQ.O.Q) 0:) III JJ

DATE 06/12/86 T I /'-1E

j

)

i

iC

30

i
.1
2

.3

.~
.~
, s
.7
,3
.,
) J

~F(C.:l.;3S(,J~3).Lc"EPS?) ::;0 TJ:rO
.::: : T .:: ( ~ , S )
j: TO 100
,1='-=1::(3,7)
.:::.=: to 110IF(CABS(DE3).L~.EPS2).CO TO 50
,i::'IT:::(3,B)
:;0 TO i2C
,,".ITEl3,"!)
GO TD l~O

{~Q'IF(ABS{AN).LE.::PS3}' GQ TO ZOO
IFIA3SlA:;-IZO.O).LE.EPS3) :;0 TO 210
'ARITE(3,11)
:;J TD 130 /
,IRITEI3,lZ)
:;0 TO 130
.~:;,ITE{3,13)
GO TO l}O
IF(,t,aS(~(\J-18Q .•J).LE.EPS3J :;0 TO 220
i=lABSIA'I-60.0).LE.EPSJI ~O TO 23D
.~~ I T E ( 3 , 1;.)
~O TJ 130
'f? I T E ( ;. , 15 )
GJ Tt] 130
,:RIT:::D,15 )
JO TO I3J
IF(CAI3SlDI+CJ2+CN3l .U:.EPS~) :;0 TO 2~D
iF(CAGS(DI(:APHl+C~Z*APH2+CN3).L~.EPS~) GJ TJ 250
~p.lrc( 3,17)
:'J TO 13J
'f ,:~IrE ( 3 ? is)
"';0 TO 130
",?,IT::(J.19)
FOR.~!AT( lCX,'PH.ASE-TO-GROUNJ FAULT'/IJ
FOR,'\AT( lOX, 'P,U\SE-TO-PHASE FAJLT'III
FO,o,,"IAf( lOX, ';)OJ~;LE 'H,ASE-TD-SRO'JNO FAJLT'lll
r;=-k'.'~T(lCJX,')-F'~~:S= FAULT'/!)
:= \J r.:.:,1..1.T ( 1 ex, t PH,:'. S c - [3- T i]- :;K Q J I"J D - F A. U LT' 1/ )
=J~.~AT(lGX,tpYAS~-A-TO-GROU~)-F!ULr'll)
- C I'~';~',.J.T ( 1 OX t • P l-j h S ~ - c - r 'J- G~. 0 Ut'~J - F AU L T ' I / )
i:::-'~'!.',.~T{1G«, 'P;;~S(:-'\-TG-P;;A)::::-~~-FA.JL Ttll)
FL!;<""~.::,T( LOX. fP~i~.S.~- ;-rO-O~-lD.,S==-C:-F.t.LJLT'/I)
F ur:.'~~.T ( 1 d X f • P;-; AS:: - ::: - T;] P!~ AS::'- A -!= ,A. U LT' II )
f- ~R~' ~ T ( 1,'] X, • P!-!A~ ':-t,- 11, "Hj- PH~, s;: -:= -T[1-GR:JU~~D';;-FA UL T. / /)
,CCF,'\"T( lOX,' PH"SE-,'.-o',']-P'IASt'-[-Ttl- :;!1,OUNiJ-FAUL T' II)
FG~MAf(lJX,.P~AS~-A-.~0-PYASE-~-TO-GROUND-FAULT'//)
c=CABSI:)
I,.,iRITt:(J,4Sl F
,cOF,."!ATIIGX,'THE F,'JLT '1~S=[[JRED, AT A FRACTiJNAL OISTA~ICE

L:F' ,F3.l(IOX,501 .-, )11)
CJi,liNJc
STCP
: \J [,J
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APPENDIX - D

DERIVATION OF DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFORM

Consider the fourier transform pair of fig. B.l(a). To

discretize this transform pair it is necessary to sample the

wave form h(t) •

The sampled function can be written as:

=..
h (t) !::,(t) = h (t) ~ 6 (t-KT)

0 .k=

=
= ~ h (KT) 6 (t-KT)
k=

D.l

where !::'o(t)is the time domain sampling function shown in

fig. D.l(b) and T is the sampling Interval.

Next, the sampled function is truncated by multiplication

with the rectangular function X(t) shown in fig. D.l(d) as:

X(t) = 1 D.2

= Q otherwise

where To is the duration of the truncation function.

Truncation yields:

=
h (t) !::'O(t) X (t) = C ~

k=
h(KT) 6(t-KT)}, X(t)

;

N-l
= ~ h (KT) 6 (t-KT).
k=Q

D.3
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!="iq D.l Graohical derivation of the discrete foarier transform pair
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Assuming N equidistant impulse functions lying within the

truncation interval i.e., N = To/T.

In order to modified the original fourier transform pair

to a discrete fourier transform pair the ~runcated wave form

of eq. D.3 and the time functio~ 61(t) as shown in fig. D.1(~)

are corvolved. Function 61(t) is given by fourier transform

pair as:

6 (t) ~T E <5(t-r To)1 . 0 r=",

T~e discrete fourier transform is as follows:

D.4

N-1
={ E

k=O
h (KT) <5(t-KT)} *.( To '"E 6(t-rT)}o

r=

+ To

+ To

+ To

N-1
E

k=O

N-1
E

k=O

N-1
E
k=O

h(KT) 6(t+T -KT)o

h (KT) <5(t-KT)

h(KT) 6(t-T -KT)+ ....••o - D.S

This equation can be reduced as:

h (t) = To E
r=

N-1
( E
k=O

h (KT)<5.(t-KT-rTo) } D.6

t
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To develop the fourier transform of equation D.6 the fouri~r

transform of a periodic function h(t) is a sequence of equi-

distan empulses:

H

where a
n =

= E

f 1'0-1'/2

-'-1'/2

a. 6 (f-nf) f =
nO" 0

-J21Tnt/T.e 0

D.7

D.8

Substituting of D.6 in D.8 yields

l' -1'/2 '" N-l
f 0 1'- E E
. 0-1'/2 .:r=ro k=O

h (KT)6 (t-KT-rT) e-J21Tnt/T0
o dt D.9

Integration is only ove~ one period, hence

N-l
E h (KT)

k=O
6 (t-KT) e-J21Tnt/To dt

N-l
= E h (KT)
k=O

.fTO-T/2-J21Tnt/Te - 0

-1'/2
6 (t-KT) dt

N-l
= E
k=O

D.IO

Since To = N4equation D.IO can be written as

N-l
= E
k=O

h (KT)
-J21Tkn/Ne

n=O, + 1, + 2 D.ll

and the fourier transform of -D .• 7 is

n
NT )

n=

N-lE h(KT) e-J21Tkn/N
k=O

D.12
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From a cursory evaluation of 0.12 it is not obvious that the

fourier transform H (n/NT) is periodic. However, there are only

N distinct complex values computable from equation 0.12.

To establish this fact,let n=r where r is an arbitrary

integer. Equation 0.12 becomes:

-
H

r
NT

N-l
= l: h(KT)
k=Q

~J2nkr/Ne 0.13

Now let n=r+N

r+N N'-l -J2nk(r+N)/NH = l: 'h (KT) eNT k=Q

N-l -J2nkr/N -J2nkl: h(KT) e e
k=Q

N-l -J2nkr/N= l: h (KT) e
k=Q

(
rH NT) 0.14

Since -J2nk 1 for K integer valued.e =

Therefore, there are only N distinct value for which eqn. 0.12

can be evaluated; H (r/NT) is periodic with a period of N samples.

Fourier transform 0.12 can be expressed equivalently as:

H (-E.)_NT
N-ll:h(KT) e-J2nnk/N
k=Q n=Q, •••N-l 0.15
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APPENDIX- E
DERIVATION OF SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT DISCRETE FOURIER TRANSFO~~1

The discrete fourier transform is as:

x = E.l

where '2nTBk=exp (-J To

For N = 12

K) E.2

2 11 2nTX (1) = l: Xk exp ( J- 12T K )12 k=O
..

1 11, nK= l: Xk exp ( -J E.3
6 k=O 6

The conventional phasor representation of a sinusoidal wave

X (t) :

where

X(t)- 12 x Sin ( wt+ ~) is x

x = Ixi eJ~= Ixi (Cos~ + J Sin~ )

E.4

E.5

Taking samples Xk from E.4 and substituting this values-

of Xk in E.3 and finally comparing the resulting exp'ression :coe

X(l) with equation E.5 we get:,



x = J
.J2 x (1)
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E.6

substituting equation E.3 in equation E.6

J 1
N _J1TKX = 72 6 E Xk exp ( )

k=O 6

. J (
1TK

=E672 Xk exp 6

E.7

where Wk = J 1TK
6/2/exp (-J 6

E.8

The two new phasor Y and Z obtained from X through the complex

multiple of a and a'.

Y = aX 21T= exp (J 3
11
E

k=O
J 1TK672 Xk exp ( -J 6

=
11
E

k=O
J 21T672 xkexp ( J 3

1TKexp (-J 6

11, J
= E '.672 Xk exp { -
k=O

= EX W-4
k k

J1T
6

(K-4) }

E.9

where Wk-4

.Similarly I

J= 672
e xp {- J1T (K - 4 ) } }

6
E.10

Z = a'X = exp ( -
11J21T) E

3 k=O

J K1T672 Xk exp ( -J 6
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11
J {_J1T

= 1:. 672 Xk exp 6
k=O

(K+4)}

E.11

where J= 672 . {_ J1T (K+4)}exp 6 E .12

Now substituting X,Y,Z we get:

r 11
=1{1:

3 k=O

11
1: Xbk W +
k=O k

11
1:
k=O

11

= ; t~o (Xak + Xbk + Xc~) .Wk } E .13

11
+ 1:
k=O

11
1:

k=O

= E.14
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1 {X + .a 2 X + aX }3 abc

=
/

1 11
- { l:
3 k=O

11
l:

k=O

11
l:

k=O

=
1 11
- { l:
3 k=O

,
!

E.1S

I

. ./
.',
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APPENDIX - F'- ,

T J ~';K
10 W(K,-l,)1J /I(K-,,)
VOLTd,::;t::

~KJ= CO~STANT DUEWK2= (~O~ST~~T DUEril~3~:O~STA~T DUE
E3= l[R] SEJUENCE
N= DATA in NDJ:4
;:=i.\JCULf..R ;=~EQJ;::N[E

~GJN-FLJ-479 3-8

VA(I)=1.749~CSI~(w*r-I.3560211+0.53113*SI~(3~~A~T_D.7a534)I.G.3499*SI~(5~*W*T+l.;197J
VE('1}=2.7?73*Sl~(W*T+~.712C4)4J.~*SI~(Z.*W~T_2.966B)+O.1*SI~(3.*W*IT-O.5B813J
V C { ! )= 1 •.74:':; 4 ;;:S .I t; { ~!:;:T'" 1 •."72 5 ~ ) -.0 • 4 S '::S I '~J( -' • :;: ',.;=;: T ) .'. 24- 3 5 ;::S 1 :'~ { 4 •.~:hI ::: T _ 3 • 21123)
l,.,JR,ITc{3"lZ) T~V:~{I) •.vt.)(] lOl')C{])

1 2 .= 0 R'" AT ( lOX,; ( E 1 -:' '. 2 , 5 >; J )

... ., .--------------------------------------------------------------)
I
I
I
I
I
I
J--------------------------------------------------------------1:O~l~LEX ~~1,WK2,~K3,El,~2,E3.Al"A2tEA,EB,EC

lJl i~~ :'E I 01 J V ~ ( n ),V!') ( 20) ,v [( 2 [I )

JATA .:,,:~,F,CltC2/12,314.,58 •• D.~2356.0.117B51
.~1=C"1DlX{ -J. 5,G. 866)
t., 2 = C '1 P L X ( - J • 5, - 0 •• 5 b 6 )DT=I.[l/(F~FLOATrNJ)
T=DT
DO 22 lOll!'

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

...................................................................

l=T-lJT
K=]
E 1 = C ~'ir L ,v. ( 0 ~ :J , J. J )
E2=[~PlX'O.D,J.JJ
~3=C~1PLX{O.G,Q.OJ
G) 33 l=l,N

22-----------------------------------------------------------------------

PI =S IN{ <,~c 1)
"2=CDS (K':'[l)
WKl=CMPLX(PI,P2l~C2
Ql =S I N ( (K-4 l~'[1 )
~2=COS( (K'-4)':'[ll
WK2=CHPLX{~1,Q2)C[<
f(l=SI~( (K+4) ':'(1)
R2=CJS( ('(+'Tl ~'CI)
W<3-:::= 'lPLX( Rl ,,:::'Z}:;:[Z

-----------------------------------------------------------------------

7

----------------------------------------------------------------------

33

43------------- -------------- --------- -----------~A=El+E2~E~ _
tB==3+A2~El+Al~E2
E[=E3+AICEl+A2~E2
WRITE(3,l,6)

FO~M~TiIJX,'rHE PHASE VOLTQGES ARE'/l~x 2"('-')1'111)~RITt:I.:},47) E4,EiJ,E::- .-.'" __ I

C J R "1 A T ( 1ex, • E A =' 2'" 2 "1/11 ~ X • ~ f' _. '"

y~RITE{3,i-:;) EA.,:'=S.E:".:) , ..; , ~-.:-'- 'Lt..lZ.31111GX,'EC=-,ZElZ.:='III}STOP ,eND
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APPENDIX - G

AN EXAMPLE FOR THE PERFORMANCE OF SCDFT PROGRAM

Let us consider the voltage wave shape. of a 3':'phasesys-c.er,l

having fundamental frequency component and components having

harmonics of order higher than one as:

o
V = 1.7494 Sin (Wt + 77.6~) + 0.58313 Sin (3Wt-45
a

o
+ 0.3499 Sin (5Wt + 110)

o 0
Vb ~2;7973.Sin.1Wt-90). + 0;4 Sih-(2Wt.~ 170

o
+ 0.1 Sin (3Wt - 33.69

Vc = 1.7494 Sin (wt + 102.29)- 0.45 Sin (3Wt)

o
+ .2435 Sin (4Wt - 184.05

In order to obtaiIl the symmetrical component.of voltages

from this 3-phase system, the computer program developed SCDFT

is used.

The parameter chosen as:

Sampling number N = 12

Frequency of the wave F = 50 cxcle per second.

Sampling rate = 50 x 12 HZ.

,. '..-i.
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The symmetrical components of voltages obtained from the

output of SCDFT program are:

E
l

= 1.05 + J.605

E
2

-.787 + J.456

Eo = .000161 + J.147

In order to check the correctness of this. result we have

used the symmetrical component concepts as:

E = El- + EiEo = .263 + J1.21 = 1.238 Ln.740-a

Eb = u2E + aE2 + E = -.00313 - J1. 98_ = 1.98dO.09
1 0

E = aEl + a2E + E = -.262 + J1.21 = 1.238~2.22
c ' 2 0

-The fundamental frequency component of voltages obtaineQ

from the 3-phase wave are:

E = 1. 7494 /.2J. . 7 = 1.237 {!].7a 12

Eb = 2.7973
L::2.0.02. 1.978 L:..90.02-

12

E = 1.7494 ~.29 = 1. 237 ~2.29
c 12

Comparing- the two set of data we conclude that tne data

obtained from the computer program is nearly same as the ac~ual

data.
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L. l H.1:::> r-c' Jl .., '<.,~.'.J, .• -' I:"I.~ ',:, .iY\.~W J-::DJ~) j A 1\J
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33

30
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IS
10

Z4
C

• APPENDIX ~ I ,II
" ""-'"-~" ~-, .~,;~,;""-- .'0'-':- '0/0'~:' "" I

DIMENSION PISI,Q(BI,ZELO(SI,lELlISI.NCATAGISI,NESIBI
C orWLEX 1 EL O,z Ell, lElI e I ,l IS, B I,lO IB, B I.III B ,8 I,SCII •EO IB I,E 11B I,n
+EZIBI.COIB,BI.CIIB.BI.CZIB,BI,B II
INTEGER P,O.PP
REAOll,ZOI NS.NE

ZO FORMATIIZ.5X~IZI
REAOIl.301 INESIII,PIII,QIII,NCATAGIII.lELOIII,lELIIII,I=l,NEI
FORMATI4IZ.IX,ZF7.3,lX,ZF7.31NSEQ=l- ---~----

51 CONTINUE
IFINSEQ.EQ.ll GO TO 31
DO 101 K=l,NE

101 lELIKI=lELOIKI
:;0 TO 33
00 10Z K=l,NE
lELI KI =lELlI KI
DO 10 K=l.NE
\lP=PIKI
NQ=OIKI
NCAT=NCATAGIKI
:;0 TO Ill.lZI.NCAT

11 M=NQ-l
1 (1.1 I=CMPLXI 0.0,0.01
00 13 I=l.M
lINQ,IJ=ZINP,Il
ZI I.NQI=lINO,I ,
CONTINUE
lINQ.NQI=ZINP.NOI+ZELIKI
GO TO 10
N=M+ 1
L=N+l
00 14 l=Z.N
lIL,II=ZINP.II-ZINQ.II
ZI I,Ll=lIL,I J
CONTINUE
lIL,LI=lINP.LI-lINQ,LI+ZELIKI
DO 15 1= Z. N
DO 15 J=Z.N f
lII.JI=ZII.JI-lII.LI*ZIL.JI/ZIL,LICONTINUE .
IFfNSEQ.EQ.DI GO TO 50

-" WRITE 13. 211
21 FORMATI'1'.///,30X.'THE POSITIVE SEQUENCE BUS IMPEOENCE MATRIX IN

+P.U.'./.30X.531'-'J.//I
00 16 I=2,NB
DO 16 J=z,~m
B=ll I.JI
lllIdl=B16 CONTINUE
WRITEI3.ZZ1 III.J.lIII,JJ.J=Z.NBI.I=2.NBI

2Z FORMATISIIX.'ZII'.IZ.','.IZ,')='.F7.4,'+J'.F7.4)/)
lERO SEO
NSEQ=O
GO TO 51
CONTINUE
WRITEI3.23) IIZ3 FDRMAT{'l'.///.30X.'THE lERO SEQUE\lCE BUS IMPEOENCE ~ATRIX IN P.U,!

+'./.30X,46I"'I,//)
JO 53 I=Z,NB --. ,
DO 53 J=Z,NB
B=ll I, J I
ZOII.JI=B

53 CONTINUE
\IRI T E ( 3, 24 J I ( I , J .l 0 I I, J I , J= Z • N8 J , I = Z, NB I
FORMATISIIX •• ZOI •• IZ •••• ,IZ •• )=',F7.4 •• +J.,F7.4J/1
3 PHASE FAULT
PP=S
SCII=l/lll PP,PP)
SCI=l/IZOIPP.PPI+Z*ZlIPP,PPII
SRT=SQRTl3.01
WRITE13.1111 SCII.SCI,SRT

ill FORMATISX.4F7.4,4X,F7.4)
OJ 70 II=2.NB
IFIII.EO.PP) :;0 TO 71
EOIIII=CMPLX(O.O,O.OJ
Ell II)=U1PLX ISRT.O.O)- II (II ,PPI*SCII*SRT
WRITEI3,11Z1 IEIIII)

lIZ FORMATI2F7.41

; C

I
I

..
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, I

8D

75

7.7

7Z

C

C

100
76

IV 3bDN-FO-479 3-8 MAINPGM
EZIII)=CMPLXIO.D,O.O)

70 CONTINUE
GO TO 7Z71 EOIIII=CMPLXIO.O,O.O)EIIII)=CMPLXIO.O,O.O)EZ1II)=CMPLXIO.D,0.01IFIII.EO.6.) GO TO 72:;0 TO 70 .
EOl1)=CMPLXlO.0.0.01E1l1)=CMPLXlO.0,0.0)E2(1)=CMPLXIO.0.0.O)
WRITEI3.444)444 FORMATI'I',//,30X.'3-PHASE FAULT CALCULATION')
DO 100 I=I.NBWRITEl3,75)
FORMATI'I',///,30X.'THE BUS VDLTA:;E IN P.U.')WRITEt3,7b) I.EOlIl.I.E1II )d,EZII)CONTINUE
FOR MAT ( 3X , .• EO ( • , 12., • )::::;"., F7. it, • -+ J • ,.F7 .4,3 X., .•E 1 « .• , 12, .•J = • t F 7 • 4 t ••-+J ••...

+F7.4.3X. 'EZl' .12.' )=',F7.4, '+J'.F7.4)DO--74--K=l,NE
'JP=PIK)
NQ=QIK)
COINP,NQ)=CMPLXtO.O,O.O)C1INP,NQ)=IElINP)-ElINO))/ZELI(K)
CZINP,NQ1=CMPLXIO~O,O.01COINQ.NP)=-COINP,NQ)ClINQ.NP)=-C1INP,NQ)
:2INO,NP)=-CZINP.NQ)WRITEI3,77)
FORMATl'l',///,30X,'THE ~AULT CURRENT IN P.U.')WRITEI3,104) NP,NO.COtNP,NQ),NP,NO,CIINP.NO) .~P.NQ.CZlNP.NO).NQ.NP

'.CCINQ.NPI,NQ.NP.C1INQ.NP).NQ,NP,CZINQ,NP)lO~ FOR~AT(5X,.CO(.,I2,.,.,I2,.)=•.,F7.4,'+J.tF7.4.3X ••(1('.12,.".,12, •
.•. } =- .• ,F 7.4, .•+ J" .,F7.4, 3X., .• (2 ( .•, 12, .•, .•, 12". )=" .,F7.4" .•.•.J" .,F7 • 4 )

74 CONTINUESIN:;LE LINE TO GRO~NO FAULT
DO 40 II=Z.NBIFIII.EO.PP) GO T04l
EOlII)=-lOIII.PP)*SCI*SRT .'EllII)=CMPLXISRT,O.O)-ZlIII,PP)*SCI*SRT:EZlIIl=-ZlllI.PPI*SCI*SRT - ,-40 CONTINUEGO TO 4241 EDIII1=-ZOIPP.PPI*SCI*SRTE11II )=1lD IPP. PP ),II IPP, PP )1*SCI* SRTEZIIII=-ZlIPP.PPI*SCI*SRTIFIII.EO.b.) GO TO 4Z
:;0 TO 40'2 EOll )=U1PLXI0.O,O.01Elll)=CHPLXIO.O,O.OIEZ(1)=CMPLXI0.D.0.OJWRITE(3,555J555 FORMATI'I'.///.30X.'SINGLE LINE TO GROUND FAULT CALCULATION')OJ 45 I=I,NBWRITEI),75)
rlRITEI3.76) I,EOI II ,I,EllI )'I,E21 II45 CONTINUE '
DO 43 K=l.NENP=PIKJ
'lO=QIKICDINP.NOJ=IEOfNPI-EDINQI)/lELOIK)ClINP,NO)=IE1INPI-E1INQ))/lELIIK)
CZINP,NQI=IEZINPJ-EZINQJ)/2EL1IK)COINQ.NPI=-C01NP,NO)C1INQ,NP)=-ClINP,NQI
CZINQ,NPI=-CZINP,NQ)WRITEI) .77)WRITE13,1041 NP.NO,COINP,NQI.NP,NQ.C1INP.NOI,NP,NQ,CZINP.NOI,NQ,NP

+.COINO.NP).NO.NP.CIINQ,NPI,NO.NP,CZINO,NPI43 CotHINUE ,LINE TO LINE FAULT CALCULATIONDO 80 II=Z.NBIFlll.EO.PPJ GO TO 81ED( II)=CMPLXIO.O.O, OJ
Ell JI )=CMPL XISRT • O. 0J- IZll IJ.PP )'"SRT* SCII 1/2.0E2III1=IZlIII,PP)*SRT*SCIII/2.0CONTINUE



J.34

,
1

16.211
!

TIME30108/86DATE~\AINPGM

93

95

81

IV 3&QN-FO-479 3-8
GO TO 8Z
EOIIII=CMPLXIO.D.O.OI
EIIIIl=SRTIZ.O
EZI II I=SRT IZ.O
IFIII.EO.&.1 GO TO 8Z:;O.To 80

8Z EOIII=C~PLXIO.O.O.OI
': 1 11 I 'O-Cl1PLXI 0.0. 0.0 I
EZIII=CMPLXIQ.O.O.OI
WRITE13,6661666 FORMATI'I'illl.30X.'LINE TO LINE FAULT'I
DO 95 I=I.NB
,'IRITEl3,75I~RITEI3.761 I.EOII'.I.EIIII.I.EZIII
CONTINUE
00 93 K=I.NE
NP=PIKI
NO=OIKICO I\iP.NJ J=1 EOI NP)-EO (NO IlllELOI K I
CIINP.NOI=(EIINPI-EIINOll/lELIIKI
CZINP,NQl=(EZINPI-EZINOll/ZELIIKJ
COINO.NPI=-COINP.NQI
CIINO.NP)=-CIINP.NQI
CZINO.NPI=-CZINP.NOI
WRITEI3.771 !WRITEI3.ID41 NP.NQ.CO(NP.NQI.NP.NO.CIINP.NOI.NP.NO.CZINP,NOI.NO.NP

+.COINO.NPI.NO.NP.CI(NO.NPI,NQ.NP.CZINO.NP)
CONTINUE "STOP I
END

...
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